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Chapter 1

Abstract

A nonaqueous electroless deposition (ELD) coating process that uses a charge

compensator in lieu of a ligand or complexing agent is presented. Si(100) coupons

were hydroxylated using a sulfuric acid-hydrogen peroxide mixture (SPM or

piranha). The surface was terminated with an amine group by immersion in a 5 mM

solution of (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (APTMS) in methanol followed by a

150◦C anneal. Metal films were deposited by suspending samples in a bath made by

dissolving Cu(II) chloride in ethylene glycol, which also served as the reducing agent,

and adding 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate as a charge compensator.

Annealing the coupons at 200◦C in nitrogen promoted the formation of an

electrically conductive thin film. Four-point probe measurements of the films yielded

electrical conductivities in the range 106-107 S/m (10-80% of bulk conductivity).

Electron microscopy images of the coated substrates showed a layer structure

consisting of nanoparticles. The Cu particle core-ion shell complex is attracted to

the positively charged amine groups at high pH depositing a thin metal particle film

that is both continuous and conformal. With increasing ionic liquid concentration,

film morphology changes from conformal films to discrete islands. In the ionic liquid

concentration range from 2.0-2.5 mM, the metal films exhibit increased optical

absorbance, luminescence and electrical conductivity. The film properties are

correlated to interparticle interactions with electron imagery and spectroscopic

ellipsometry. Lastly, a thin metal film was deposited that is both continuous and

cohesive on the walls and floor of 5-10X aspect ratio trenches and vias.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Thin Metal Films

Metal nanoparticle (NP) films are integral to many low-cost electrically-conductive

applications.1 Packed into thin features, the metal NPs conduct electricity in many

devices. Thin layers of metal nanoparticles can be used a seed layers for

electroplating in trench and via architectures.2 With deposition temperatures below

200◦C, metal NPs can be formed into films on plastics and other soft substrates.3

Metal NPs are found, for example, in: wearable technology, flexible electronics,

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, antenna, and power distribution

applications (as seen in Figure 2.1A-E). Metal NPs films are found in many

industrial applications where challenging three dimensional (3D) architectures

and/or low-temperature metals are required.
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Figure 2.1. Examples of low temperature metal film applications: A) wearable
technology, B) flexible electronics, C) RFID tags, D) printed electronics/antenna,
and E) power distribution.

2.2 Substrates

Electronic substrates, such as silicon and barrier materials, typically have electrical

conductivities lower than that of most metals.4 In order to electroplate metal onto

the substrates a metallic seed layer must be formed. typically, this is done with a

vapor deposition process such as chemical vapor deposition.5 The substrates are

coated under temperatures higher than 500◦C and vacuum conditions. Both the

high temperature and low pressure contribute to the cost of the metal seed layer on

the substrates.

Forming the seed layer in a liquid process can become more economical than
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vacuum deposited films; as it would be accomplished at temperatures under 200◦C

and atmospheric pressures.6 As the layer’s process conditions are closer to ambient

the economics become more viable. Lastly, the liquid-based seed layers are

processed in baths similar to electroplating baths.7 After seed layer formation, the

substrates can be transferred to the electroplating bath with minimal cleaning, and

none of the cost/time required to go between liquid and vacuum environments.2,8

Liquid formed seed layers can become more economical than vacuum formed layers

as there can be less processing involved and decreased process time/cost.4

For emerging substrates (i.e. flexible plastics), metal nanoparticles offer advantages

when compared to bulk films. The nanoparticles are processed at temperatures

more amenable to plastics, and as the substrates flex the nanoparticle film may be

able to move with the substrate. Flexible substrates can deform, a nanoparticle film

is composed of many small crystalline regions which can shift and move with the

substrate.1,3

2.3 Overview of Metal Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles (NPs) are defined as a heterogeneous phase having size dimensions

from 1-100 nm.9 Particles smaller than 1 nm are considered clusters of atoms.

Larger groups of atoms are considered microparticles. Copper nanoparticles can be

seen in the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. TEM image of Copper Nanoparticles

Metal nanoparticles are defined as crystals of transition metal with size dimensions

from 1-100 nm.10,11 The small metal crystals may have altered material properties

when compared to bulk.12 Metal NPs have many more surface atoms per gram

when compared to bulk materials leading to an increased observance of surface

phenomena such as increased visible light absorbance.13 The small size of

nanoparticles lead to increased observance of surface properties per gram of metal.

The small dimensions of NPs cause strained surface states.14 The surface states

increase the surface energy of the NPs. the high surface energy lowers the sinter

temperature when compared to bulk materials.14 The small sizes of NPs lead to a

lower sintering temperature required to join NPs into larger features. The small

dimensions of NPs can allow for the low temperature metalization of substrates.
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2.4 Why Metal Nanoparticles?

In summary, metal nanoparticles exhibit materials properties that make them

advantageous for low-temperature metalization. the metal NPs exhibit more surface

phenomena due to increased surface area/gram when compared to bulk metals. One

NP phenomenon, the NPs have increased surface energy/gram. The higher surface

energy lowers the process sinter temperature required to metalized the substrate.

The NPs can be processed into films at lower temperatures than bulk metals, thus

making possible the coating of soft substrates such as plastics.

Along with a lower sintering temperature, NP films can also be liquid processed.

The NPs films are processed in environments similar to those of electroplating baths.

The films can become more economical than vacuum coated films, as less processing

cost and time are required to form the metal seed layers on electronic substrates.

Metal NPs films can become economic options to metalize a variety of substrates.

The NP film’s more benign processing conditions, when compared to vacuum

coating, allow incorporation into a variety of emerging technologies. Due to ease of

use, metal NPs can be incorporated into many devices such as those shown in

Figure 2.1A-E.

2.5 Copper

Copper was selected for the metal’s industrial applicability. Many metals have high

electron conductivity. Copper has a high electrical conductivity and is more

economical, when compared to the two metals with similar conductivities, Figure

2.3.

Seen in Figure 2.3 is a comparison nine common metals. The vertical axis is price

(on Feb. 15, 2016) per electrical conductivity. The conductivities of the three most

conductive metals are also given. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, Copper has a similar

conductivity to those of silver and gold but is two to four orders of magnitude less
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expensive. The lower cost of copper especially when combined with high electrical

conductivity make it an attractive metal for industrial application.

Figure 2.3. Comparison of the price/electrical conductivity of 9 common metals.

2.6 Literature Review: Copper Nanoparticles

2.6.1 Oxidation

The first topic that needs to be addressed for Cu-NP film formation is oxidation:

The oxidation of the Cu nanoparticles has proved to be a problem in prior art,

leading to a loss of conductivity upon sintering.11,12 Relatively fast oxidation rates

produce the need for a modified surface (i.e. ligand) and have prohibited the use of

copper nanoparticles in electrical-conduction applications smaller than about 1
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micron.1 Oxidation of NPs either in liquid or printed features, inhibits film sintering

and hence, electrical pathway formation.

In order to slow the oxidation of the copper, Lee et al.10 produced a type of Cu NP

colloid via the reduction of copper sulfate by various weights of glycol in the

presence of a low weight polymer. This process was adapted from the more general

polyol process;15 it slowed oxidation of the NPs over long (days) times scales. The

Cu particles were reported to show no oxidation after 20 days in solution at room

temperature (and exposed to air). The application of glycol as a solvent (and

reducing agent) led to reduced oxidation rates. The slow oxidation rate allowed for

inventory control of the particles. A solvent exchange was used to extract the

copper nanoparticles for deposition via a screen printing process3.

2.6.2 Contamination

The second topic that needs to be addressed for electrically-conductive films is

contamination from polymers and ligands:

Nanoparticles will agglomerate (prior to deposition) to minimize the surface energy,

if not stabilized.14 A common method to stabilize NPs, is to complex an organic

molecule (called ligand) to the surface of the NPs. The ligand hinders

agglomeration with other NPs, as well as inhibits oxidation by occupying surface

sites. Stabilization of NPs with a ligand slows agglomeration but also occupies

surface sites. NPs during sintering may not form a cohesive film, as ligands inhibit

the formation of a larger phase.10 A similar approach12 produced a film with a

resistivity of about 8 -cm (2̃2% of the value for bulk Cu) with a lm porosity of 27%.

Some copper oxides were detected after deposition but were reduced by annealing in

a formic acid gas phase.
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2.6.3 Particle Size

The third that needs to be addressed for conformal film formation is particle size:

To form Cu NPs that were oxide resistant without a polymer, Dewan, et al.16

researched the use of ionic liquids (IL) to stabilize copper nanoparticles (in-solutions

of ethylene glycol) for extended periods of time. The group reported metallic copper

particles with little precipitation from solution after 1 year (via UV-Visible

spectroscopy).

The average particle size was 40nm.16 Forty nanometers is too large for micron

scale features filling.17 Nanoparticles this large may not pack into a tight film, a film

with voids leaves electrical defects in the seed layer.2 A smaller particle size would

be needed for any micron-scale feature filling applications.16

In order to synthesize particles with an average diameter smaller than 10 nm,

Yonezawa, et al.17 performed a polyol process stabilized by gelatin to produce

5-7nm Cu NPs. Smaller diameter NPs (1-2nm) were also produced by the group,

reported in Kawasaki, et al.1 The particles were sintered into a film without the

extraction of the gelatin. The gelatin paste of NPs did not oxidize for approximately

2 months. This alternate processing method led to small diameter nanoparticles

(¡10nm) that were stable for an extended periods of time, but not industrially viable

as they require a polymer like paste in the film.

2.6.4 Conclusions

Three topics for low-temperature electrical film formation are highlighted from the

above literature review:

1. The NPs need to be oxide resistant in order to sinter into a film.

2. The NPs need to be stabilized with something that does not impede metal

film formation. Polymers and ligands can impede film formation.
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3. The NPs need to be smaller than 10 nm in order to conform to substrate

changes.

In this work we employ ethylene glycol as a solvent and reducing agent to protect

the NPs from oxidation in solution, mitigating problem 1. Ethylene glycol and an

ionic liquid surfactant are used to stabilize the NPs without a ligand or polymer,

mitigating problem 2. Lastly, the ionic liquid is employed to form particles which

are 3 nm in diameter. The NPs are smaller than the cited 10 nm required for

micron-scale feature filling, mitigating problem 3. Satisfying all three requirements,

the paper in Appendix A demonstrates, a electroless plating bath that binds thin

films of metal to substrates which have been amine terminated. An overviews of the

Cu NP plating procedure which satisfies all three requirements is in Section 3.1.

2.6.5 Literature Review: Feature Formation

What follows is an evaluation of literature on electroless deposition:

Copper nanoparticle seed layers have been industrially deposited by vapor

methods.5–7,18–20 Metal seed layers are used as a promoting layer for filling in 3D

features with metal.5–7,18–20 Small molecules are added to aid nucleation/adhesion of

the NPs on barrier materials.5,18,20 Small molecules21 and polymer22 stabilizers are

added to the aqueous solutions to prevent Cu NP oxidation.4,23 Vapor deposition of

seed layers is expensive for the semiconductor industry.20,24

Current research in 3D ELD of metals involves filling 5X and greater aspect ratio

vias vapor coated in Ruthenium and/or boride materials with Cu NP seed layers

and then electroplating Cu on top.2,4,5,8 Three dimensional ELD on nobel metals is

a common to adhere the Cu to the feature.21

Nickel boride materials are a diffusion barrier that can be 3D ELD plated.25 The

materials have been shown to be a reliable barrier to Cu diffusion.25 Electroplating

Cu onto a NiB barrier is possible but requires industry proprietary chemistries.25
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Deviation from the patented solution results in features which are voided and/or

entirely bridged over.24–26

Amine functionalization of the substrate allows for a generalized approach to Cu

seed layer formation on many materials.26 Possibly opening up another avenue to

plating on boride barrier (ELD or otherwise) materials.24 Amine termination of

substrates can move the ELD field from industry proprietary chemistries to a more

general methodology.

Primary amine functionalization of many surfaces is possible and has been studied.

The combination of a amine functionalization and reduction in EG allows for seed

layer formation without noble metals. Current literature usually includes aqueous

solutions with a noble metal catalysts, in contrast to a more general approach.2

Several other electroless deposition methodologies, involve aqueous salt solutions

reduced and deposited by chemical reduction methods.23 Rochelle salts,27 amine

based polymers,23 and photoactivated small molecules28,29 can achieve metal

deposition. Thin films are formed, but tend to have many voids.30 Many current

deposition methods are reported as 2.5 D, due to plating on mostly-flat features.30

These deposition methods contain many voids, a constricted pore or other feature

will most likely increase the void fraction leading to a lack of applicability with 3D

processing.

A high over-voltage electrodepositon known as microstrike is a competing

technology with ELD seed layers.25 Optimization and control of bath conditions,

small molecules, and polymers is needed to make pinhole free film.5 Microstrike

films can cover over features, if bath conditions are nor maintained. The microstrike

films require tight control of process conditions to form seed layers.

Ethylene glycol reduction of metal salts occurs only at the upper temperature

boundary of atmospheric liquid.2,4,8 The small thermal window for reduction leads

to a self-controlling process. Many other deposition schemes for thin metal layers

include voids and incomplete layers in 2.5 D depositions, this is contrasted with
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ELD processes which can form thin-films on 3D features.23,25,27–30 Miscrostrike is a

competing seed layer electroplating process that requires control of bath conditions

and composition during the seed layer plating. The application of EG reduction in

the presence of an amine terminated substrate is an advantage over similar aqueous

schemes. In that ELD does not require a noble metal catalyst.2 The combination of

forming amine termination on a number of materials, with a ELD process adds a

generalizing factor that allows for Cu NP deposition on a number of materials.24–26

The above literature review highlights many different low-temperature metalization

methodologies. ELD films can have three advantages over competing technologies:

1. ELD films tend to have many voids if not plated to a suitable surface.

2. Tight control of reagents concentrations and temperature are not required to

form void-free films.

3. Film quality in diffusion-limited spaces (i.e. transistor vias) is good, as

reagents can diffuse into the feature.

The paper in Appendix A demonstrate ELD films that are not plated onto barrier

metals, but amine functional groups. This adds a generalization which allows for

metal deposition on many substrates, advantage 1. The paper in Appendix B

demonstrates a surfactant concentration study where the limits of thin film

deposition are determined. Along with thin film deposition, optical and electrical

proprieties are correlated to film structure allowing for an optimization of film

properties to be conducted, advantage 2. Lastly, the paper in Appendix C

demonstrates a deposition time where nanoparticles form conformal films in

diffusion-limited spaces, advantage 3. The papers constituting this work advance

the state of the metal ELD field.
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2.6.6 Literature Review: Spectroscopic Ellipsometry & Optical

Properties of Copper Nanoparticles

What follows is an overview of literature in the field of ellipsometry modeling of

absorbing layers. Specifically, the treatment of nanophase absorbers (i.e. metal

NPs) pack into a film are highlighted. This work on the optical/electrical film

properties is detailed in Appendix B:

Copper and copper alloys vacuum deposited on silica have been studied by

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) for their optical properties.31,32 The surface plasmon

resonance (SPR) of metal nanoparticle (NP) thin films has been modeled by

Drude31, Lorentz33, Drude-Lorentz13, and Tauc-Lorentz34 oscillators inserted into

the thin layers model. Mean square error (MSE) values reported in literature range

from 1.89-32.9.13,31,34,35 Alloy deposition of thin films has yielded similar film

morphologies and ellipsometry models.32,35,36 A common approach to modeling Cu

NP films, a model is broken in half and modeled on either side of the SPR. The 2

models are brought together and both MSEs are compared (and minimized) to

make a model fit.

Cu NPs have been modeled with an EMA that has been used to determine film

properties both in isolated NPs37 and a packed thin-film.13,33,38,39 Literature models

account for both the NPs33,38 and the properties of the thin-film38. The models

alter the strength, number, and photon energy of the oscillators.13,31,36,37,39–41

Models of isolated metal nanoparticles lead to single term oscillators.13,41 An

oscillator is placed in the model for a singular interband absorbance (SPR) of the

NPs.13,41 The model only accounts for one electron transition, and not the sharing

of electron density between particles.13

Agglomerated NPs demonstrate an attenuated SPR model that is relatively

broadened when compared to monodisperse particles.13 For Cu NP thin films,13

other interband transitions have been demonstrated.39 Packed films of NPs can
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share electron density, leading to broadened and more diverse oscillators when

compared to an isolated NP.

In order to determine interband transitions, Depolarization of the reflected light can

be used to glean valuable NP-film properties. Reported depolarization of reflected

light by NP thin films range from 10-40%.34 Depolarization has been shown to

relate to NP interparticle interactions.34 Packed NP films will have greater

interparticle interactions, relative to a film with more discrete particles.

Depolarization can be taken as a measure of NP interparticle interactions and film

continuity can be implied for thin NP films.34

Tauc-Lorentz (TL) oscillators have been employed to describe quantized energy

transitions.42,43 The SPR of the Cu NPs occurs at a wavelength of 585-595 nm

(2.12-2.08 eV).31 Application of a Tauc-Lorentz energy transition (commonly

denoted as the band gap energy) can describe a quantum size effect such as a SPR.

The oscillator is set in the imaginary portion of the model and Kramers-Kronig

integration is used to produce the real portion of the model.34 increased broadening

coefficients of the TL oscillation can account for a broadening of the quantum size

effect due to polydispersivity of NPs in a pack, both below and above the quantized

energy absorbance.34,42–45

Vacuum deposition of Cu NPs has been studied with SE.31,32 Liquid deposition of

Cu NPs has received less review. Vacuum deposited NPs tend to lack an ionic

cloud13 and form NPs based on relatively low wettability of the metal to the

substrate. NPs that are formed in liquid contain an ion shell that has the potential

to influence interband transitions. Our current work seeks to broaden the SE field

on liquid deposited metals.
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2.7 Explanation of dissertation format

This dissertation adopts the published paper format whereby manuscripts of papers

that are published and submitted are included as appendices. Summaries of the

most important results and findings for each manuscript are given in the chapter

entitled “Present Study”. Appendix A includes the paper entitled “Electrostatic

Coating with Charge-Compensated Ligandless Copper Nanoparticles”. Appendix B

includes the paper entitled “Copper Nanophase Film: Void and Plasmonic Increase

as Influenced by Surfactant Concentration”. Appendix C includes the paper entitled

“Copper Nanophase Film: Three Dimensional Thin Film Deposition”. Appendix D

includes the patent entitled “United States Patent US2015/0194242 A1:

Electrostatic Coating with Metallic Nanoparticles by Intrinsic Particle to Surface

Interaction”. Appendix E includes the technical disclosure entitled “Technical

Disclosure UA15-174: Printing of Metal Wires from a Microreactor Mold”. All

papers and patents are included in their current configuration at the time of the

dissertation’s publishing.
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Chapter 3

Present Study

In this chapter, the most important findings from the papers or manuscripts to be

submitted are presented. Detailed experimental methods, results and discussion,

and conclusion are included as an addendum in this dissertation.

3.1 Electrostatic Coating with Charge-Compensated
Ligandless Copper Nanoparticles

The Cu NP reagent was composed of 3.8 mM copper (II) chloride, 56.5 mM sodium

hydroxide, and 1 mM of the ionic liquid [bmim][BF4] (IL) dissolved in EG. The blue

solution was heated in air to 193◦C while stirring at a medium-high rate, similar to

the polyol method15. At 150◦C, a coupon was introduced into the deposition bath,

and held by stainless steel tweezers. A glass microscope slide was set on top of the

beaker to diminish EG boil off. The reaction ran to completion with a the liquid

becoming depleted of copper (going from blue to clear) and a red film evolving on

the substrate. After film formation, the coupon was removed from the bath, the

coupon had a light red film covering the surface. Films were sintered at 200◦C in

flowing nitrogen for 60 min, cooled back to room temperature in a flowing nitrogen

ambient, and analyzed within 5 min of removal from the annealing furnace. A

depiction of the process is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Depiction of the electroless NP plating process.

the NPs were polydisperse with a center at 3.1 nm diameter with and a dispersivity

of 2 nm, as determined by Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) showed the hydrodynamic diameter to be 3.5 nm

giving a rough estimate of the thickness of the ionic shell to be 0.2 nm. The static

bias on the outer edge of the ion cloud was measured to vary from -68 to -30 mV at

the beginning and end of reduction, respectively. The NPs were negatively charged

on the outer edge leading to a static bias between the NPs and the substrate.

Concurrent to NP formation, the decrease in pH from 12.5 to 9.4 crossed the point

of 0 charge for the amine termination. The substrate becomes partially protonated.

The surface coverage of positive charge maximized at 35% that of the protonation of

acidified layers. As NP formation progressed, the substrate charge goes from

negative to positive bias, which led to a static charge difference between the NPs

and substrate.

In order to control film conformity, surfactant was added to increase the NP

electrostatic charge leading to increased repulsion of particles. The increased NP

charge resulted in a smooth conformal film developing on the surface of the

substrate, as seen in Figure 3.2b. As a control, no ionic liquid was added to the

bath leading a non conformal film deposited on the substrate, Figure 3.2a. The

presence of surfactant leads to a smooth conformal layer electrostaticlly attracted to

the substrate, Figure 3.2b.
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Figure 3.2. TEM images of ELD Cu NP films: (a) bath deposited without a charge
compensator on APTMS-covered Si (b) bath deposited with a charge compensator
on APTMS-covered Si.

The main finding of this work has been to describe the NP-substrate plating

process. The NPs were confirmed to nucleate and coalesce in suspension. The NPs

were then electrostatically attracted to the surface. The simultaneous evolution of

positive surface charge and NPs leads to a reciprocal bias. The NP-surface bias

leads to film formation, which balances out the charge difference. The presence of

the surfactant forms a conformal thin film from the NPs by increasing electrostatic

repulsion. The influence of the surfactant concentration on film properties is the

logical flow of reasoning.

3.2 Copper Nanophase Film: Void and Plasmonic Increase
as Influenced by Surfactant Concentration

In this section, the concentration of surfactant is varied.

The Cu NP films were formed in same way as is section 3.1, with 2 changes. First,
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the surfactant concentration was not fixed at 1 mM but varied from 0.5-4.3 mM to

provide an independent variable for analysis. Second, The deposition time was

increased from 30 s to 60 s to increase films thickness and further differentiate the

individual film properties. More film thickness was required so as to accurately

model void fraction and particle interactions in SE.

A confluence of optical and electrical film properties was determined in the optical

range of 2.0-2.5 mM IL concentration. In this concentration range, the films

properties exhibit an increase, such as a ten fold increase in surface plasmon

resonance (SPR), compared to the control. The SPR increases light absorption

centered at 585 nm, Figure 3.3A.

Photoluminesscence relatively increases in the same range, Figure 3.3B. Lastly, the

electrical conductivity overall diminishes by an order of magnitude as the IL

concentration increases, but in the concentration range of 2.0-2.5 there is a 50%

increase in conductivity relative to higher and lower IL concentrations, Figure 3.3C.

Increased optical and electrical properties, relative to higher and lower IL

concentrations, are seen in the IL concentration range of 2.0 to 2.5 mM, Figures

3.3A-C.
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Figure 3.3. A) UV-Vis absorbance of the surface plasmon resonance at 585 nm,
integrated area (red squares) and peak width (blue circles) are plotted vs. ionic
liquid concentration. B) Graph of integrated PL area (red squares) and peak width
(blue circles) vs. ionic liquid concentration. C) Measured conductivity of ELD Cu
NPs vs. ionic liquid concentration. D) Ellipsometry model of the visible spectrum
absorbance both amplitude (red squares) and width factors (blue circles) vs. ionic
liquid concentration. E) Ellipsometry model of the UV spectrum absorbance both
amplitude (red squares) and width factors (blue circles) vs. ionic liquid concentration.
Lines are guide for eye only
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and ellipsometry were used in order to

correlate the film properties to nanophase phenomena. The ellipsometry showed

that the oscillator (i.e. electron transition) in the visible spectrum is at its widest in

the 2.0-2.5 mM concentration range, Figure 3.3D. The visible oscillator is correlated

to the energy states of the NPs. The increased response width is due to NPs being

more polydisperse in the film. The increased polydispersivity, increases the width of

the visible oscillator as adjacent NPs have an array of possible diameters. The

optical increases are correlated to polydisperse NPs comprising the films.

As the polydisperse NPs increase the density of oscillator states in the visible range,

the NPs mimic certain bulk like behaviors. The oscillator in the UV range is

correlated to bulk like behaviors. In the IL concentration range of 2.0-2.5 mM, the

UV oscillator has its greatest intensity. The absorbance of UV light is a

characteristic of bulk metals. The polydisperse NPs in this range form more NP to

NP bonds (upon sintering) as the smaller NPs fit in between the larger ones. The

increased interparticle interactions in the range of 2.0-2.5 mM IL concentration

increase UV absorbance (Figure 3.3)E as well as electrical conductivity (Figure

3.3C), mimicking the properties of bulk metals.

Lastly, SEM imaging and ellipsometry were used to determine the extent of voids

within the film. In the IL concentration range of 0.5-1 mM, SEM images show that

the films are continuous as well as conformal to the substrate, Figure 3.4A. From

SEM and SE analysis, pinholes develop in the film with increasing concentrations of

surfactant, Figure 3.4B. from 1-2.5 mM IL concentrations, SE shows that the film is

more than 50% copper (i.e. the film is composed of interconnected islands). At

greater than 2.5 mM IL concentration, SEM and SE show that the film is composed

of non interconnected islands which increase in relative distance from each other,

Figure 3.4C. According to SEM and SE analysis, the film is continuous and

conformal at low IL concentrations, pinholes develop with increased surfactant

leading to discrete island formation, Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. High angle cross sectional SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated on an
amine terminated surface. A) SEM image of a Cu NP ELD film with 0.5 mM IL
concentration. B) SEM image of a Cu NP ELD film with 2.1 mM IL concentration.
C) SEM image of a Cu NP ELD film with 4.3 mM IL concentration.

The main finding of this section is that surfactant concentration can be used to tune

the film properties. At lower IL concentration (0.5-1 mM) the film is continuous and

conformal to the substrate. Further increase the surfactant leads to pinholes

developing in the film with increased optical and electrical film properties (2-2.5

mM). At IL concentrations greater then 2.5 mM, discrete islands develop that have
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lower optical and electrical properties, when compared to the IL concentration range

of 2-2.5 mM. A selection of film properties and morphology can be conducted by IL

concentration in the reagent bath.

3.3 Copper Nanophase Film: Three Dimensional Thin Film
Deposition

In this section, deposition time was varied.

The Cu NP films were formed in same way as is section 3.1, with 2 changes. First,

the heat flux to the reactor was reduced by 50-55% (by reduction of the hot plate

temperature) to increase the deposition time per film thickness. The increased

deposition time was needed to gain more control over film thickness. Second,

deposition time was either 60 s or 120 s to examine the film formation as a function

of deposition time. The films were deposited in trenches and vias in order to exam

film formation of the walls and floor of the features. This findings were pursuant to

integration in an electroless plating tool.

After 60 s of deposition, the via (Figure 3.5A, B) shows a monolayer of NPs on the

walls of the feature. The top 5 microns of the via have begun to form a multilayer

film as copper NPs diffuse into the pore with increasing time. The monolayer

appears to develop from the reagent within the pore at the initial reaction point,

with more copper needed to form a multilayer film. After 120 s of deposition, the

via’s walls have a multilayer film along the entire feature, as seen in Figures 3.5C, D.
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Figure 3.5. SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated for 60 s into a 35 micron deep pore
that is 5 microns wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of via. B) 800k magnification
SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated at bottom of feature showing a grey layer of 2-
5 nm diameter NPs forming a near monolayer with a secondary layer beginning to
form (white dots). SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated for 120 s into a 35 micron
deep pore that is 5 microns wide. C) 1k magnification SEM image of pore. D) 100k
magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated at bottom of feature with 800k
magnification insert of Cu NPs occupying space on the walls of the feature adjacent
to the feature floor.

After 60 s of film deposition in a trench, a multilayer discontinuous NP film has

formed, Figure 3.6A. The film covers the walls of the trench, with white silica

showing underneath the grey copper film, Figure 3.6B. The coating on the floor is

continuous, Figure 3.6C. After 120 s of deposition, the film is seen to completely

cover the entire wall and floor of the features, Figures 3.6D, F. The film toward the

top 15% of the wall is non conformal to the trench, this may be due to leftover

polymer which is not removed by the etching process. The rest of the film is
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conformal and it covers the entire wall, Figure 3.6E. The trench deposited films grow

to be conformal over the entire feature, the film grows to be about 100 nm thick.
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Figure 3.6. SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated into for 60 s to a 50 micron deep
trench that is 50 microns wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of trench. B) 100k
magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore at an approximate depth
of 20 µm into the trench. C) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs on the floor
of the trench. SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated for 120 s into a 50 micron deep
trench that is 10 microns wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of trench. E) 100k
magnification SEM image of Cu NPs on the floor of the trench. F) 10k magnification
composite SEM image of a 120 s Cu NP ELD on the walls of a 10x50 µm trench.
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The main finding of this section is deposition time can control film thickness in

vertical features. In vias, a diffusion-limited film allows for a near monolayer of

copper to be deposited with a multilayer film developing with increased deposition

time. In trenches, a discontinuous film develops initially which is filled in to become

a 100 nm thick coating that conforms to the walls and floor of the feature.

3.4 Conclusions

In the primary work section, Appendix A, the NP synthesis is correlated to the

development of positive charge on the substrate. The electrostatic bias is employed

to form films. surfactant is used to control film conformity. In the second work

section, Appendix B, the concentration of surfactant is explored to tune the optical

and electrical properties of the film. The region where the film is continuous is

determined as well as regions of enhanced optical and electrical properties. Finally,

an IL concentration region is determined where discrete islands of metal are formed.

Lastly, In Appendix C 3D film thickness is controlled with deposition time, to allow

for conformal films to develop on trench and via walls. Combining all 3 work

sections, allows for control of the plating system to control film conformity to the

substrate under two and three dimensional conditions. The film’s morphology and

material’s properties can be controlled with surfactant concentration. The present

works allows for integration of the plating methodology into an electroless plating

tool.
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Additive Manufacturing with a Metal Nanoparticle Spray 
Lance Hubbard 
1-27-16 
 
Additive manufacturing (AM) of metals is an essential part of printing electronic devices; there 
is a need to improve on the quality of printed metals.1-10 Current aerosol, ink, and laser 
deposition techniques surfer from polymer inclusions, voids, and thickness profiles due to liquid 
removal and/or driving force deviations.1-10  Our approach, to photonically form copper (Cu) 
nanoparticles (NPs) while vaporizing the liquid, away from the substrate, is innovative in that we 
remove the liquid prior to printing.  In this way, an NP aerosol is provided for printing.  The NP 
spray will be directed to the substrate by sheath and atomizer flow gasses, allowing for a smooth 
metal feature to be printed.  In previous studies, we employed a microreactor to pattern features 
and vaporize the reagent, creating a feature made of tight packed NPs on the substrate.  The 
nanoparticles features had an electrical conductivity that was 75% (4.38*107 S/m) that of bulk 
copper.  Our research aims to develop an aerosol jet printing (AJP) method of metal NP spray to 
print a metal feature such as a wire. This information will provide a deeper understanding of the 
formation and bonding mechanisms that relate to electrically conductive AJP metal features. 

Specific Aims 
Aim 1.1: To photonically form a Cu NP spray from a reagent microdrops jet.   
We will demonstrate that Cu NP reagent microdrops can be photonically vaporized and that the 
Cu NPs will form during the boiling process. We hypothesize that the Cu NPs will form from 
irradiated reagent microdrops with an optical irradiation of 5-20 Watts.  Rationale: We have 
previously shown that Cu NPs will form and adhere only to copper-philic surfaces when heated 
in a microreactor.  The 3.1 nm diameter Cu NPs conformed to the pattern of the microchannels 
and were printed in tight packed multilayer films.  We aim to understand the optical-radiation 
influence on formation of NPs in the microdroplets.  Our aim is to demonstrate that a microdrop 
of copper reagent can be photonically vaporized forming the NPs during the boiling process in a 
similar fashion to microreactor deposition. 

Aim 1.2: To deposit a smooth and continuous metal feature 
We will deposit the NP spray from Aim 1.1 using sheath gas into a smooth continuous feature. 
We hypothesize that a sheath gas flow rate from 5 to 30 sccm will deposit a uniform distribution 
of  Cu NPs into a feature on a substrate 1 mm from the bottom of the integrating cylinder.1  A 
uniform distribution of NPs will be defined to not vary more than 20% in feature height, width, 
and particle density when compared to the average across the feature.1  Rationale: We have 
previously shown that metal NPs generated during boiling deposit thin metal features of tight 
packed NPs which do not exhibit mass transfer aberrations such as “coffee rings” or cracks.2  Ink 
and aerosol jet printed features tend to be mass transfer distorted as the liquid dries from the 
feature.2 This equates to a 20-50% rise or fall in feature height.3  Our aim is to understand the 
influence of sheath gas flow rate on the density of NPs deposited by the aerosol.  We aim to 
deposit continuous smooth metal features by aerosol jet printing that do not vary more than 20% 
in feature dimensions and particle density.  
 
Aim 1.3: To in-situ sinter the printed NPs with heated sheath gas. 
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We will develop a sheath gas heating protocol to mechanically sinter the NPs together. We 
hypothesize that sheath gas temperatures of 100-190oC and the flow rate developed in Aim 1.2 
will sinter the NPs into a metal feature.  A fully sintered film being defined as having an 
electrical conductivity 75% that of bulk copper and 33-neck bonds/100 NPs. 4 Rationale: We 
have previously shown that microreactor-deposited NPs show neck bonding prior to sintering.  
The copper features had an average conductivity that was 73-77% that of bulk copper.  Initial 
neck bonding is seen in top layers of NP features. Our aim is to develop a heated sheath flow gas 
that will take advantage of the difference in surface energy before and after a NP collision to 
form copper to copper bonds seen as neck bonds between adjacent particles. 

Background and Significance 

The method of material transfer (i.e. how to print) is one of the many materials 
challenges in the AM field.5  The high electrical conductivity and packing densities of metal 
features offer less space for inclusions and voids when compared to oxide printing.6  The liquid 
reduction method as well as solvent/suspension choice all play a role in determining morphology 
of the printed features.5  The printing parameters such as flow rate and liner print speed influence 
the quality of pattern replication.5  Printing methodologies can and have been undertaken at the 
industrial level to optimize pattern transfer from the AM source program.5  Materials 
considerations take considerable effort and carful study to understand the materials properties of 
AM features.5 

The mass production AM of metal features includes: stereo lithography of a polymer 
substrate, machine ink channels, dispense ink, and sinter/Joule heat inks to cure.7 This method 
provides for the formation of low resistivity features on polymers that can be heated to greater 
than 150oC.7 The features can be machined down to ~100 microns wide and can be internal to 
the part.7 Substrates are limited to those easily processed by stereolithography.  Inks are also 
limited by the binder used to adhere the metal powders together.7  The conductive inks need to 
be deposited in polished channels as the rough surfaces left by machining cause high voltage 
signal leakage and burnout.7  A process that allows for highly conductive features to be printed 
on diverse surfaces without the need for polished channels is desired to simplify the formation of 
metal features in AM. 

Printing of a NP slurry is the current state of the art on an academic level of AM metals 
on nonmetallic surfaces.3  Slurries of metal NPs and resin are propelled through nozzles and 
cured post printing.3 The process relies on the evaporation of the suspending liquid post printing.  
The liquid removal leaves a mostly metallic film.3, 7  Aerosol jet printing provides a method to 
deposit metal nanoparticle slurry from an atomized suspension.3   Reduction of the solvent occurs 
by irradiation8, 9 or thermally.2, 3  Reduction of the liquid at the printing site leaves inclusions 
such as polymers and trapped solvent that reduce device performance, quality, and lifespan.3, 8, 9  
The evaporation of liquid occurs with the outermost edges first and then subsequent liquid must 
diffuse through the feature to evaporate.  The diffusion of the liquid through the feature leaves 
voids and inclusions as well as moving mass from the center of the feature outward.8, 9  The 
removal of a liquid from the printed features leaves a noticeable “coffee ring” on the edges, i.e. 
there is more material sintered at the edges of the feature than at the center.2   A method to 
reduce inclusions from the suspension liquid is needed to advance the state of metal thin film 
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AM.  In addition, a method which does not remove a liquid from the printed feature will leave a 
more even metal density improving device performance.2, 9 

Photonic sintering of 3D printed features has been used in recent years to cure NP 
slurries.9, 10  Temperatures can reach upwards of 500oC in the top tens of nanometers of a feature 
with millisecond exposures.9  Xenon lamps provide a broad spectrum light source from 
ultraviolet to infrared wavelengths that can irradiate features.  The rapid temperature rise causes 
liquid evaporation from the features.10 Photonic sintering of printed slurries may cause a rise in 
substrate temperature which may influence the integrity of the device.9  Small increases, (~20%) 
in either irradiance or exposure time can heat the feature more than the substrate.11  The 
temperature difference between the feature and substrate can burn the metal features through 
polymer substrates causing contact lose at the edges of the feature.11  A method which takes 
advantage of the properties of photonic sintering of the solvent/suspension while not influencing 
the substrate is desired to print on fragile devices/substrates. 

Ink-jet printing of metal slurries is a competing technology to aerosol jet.2  It involves the 
printing of thin liquid/gel drops of suspended metal from a nozzle (similar to an ink-jet printer).2, 

12  Since the printed material contains a percentage of liquid, subsequent layers may blur into 
previous layers when printing multilayered features without mid-step sintering.2 AJP has an 
advantage of increased drying of the suspension with higher gas flow rates leading to less feature 
blur with subsequent layers.2, 13  Aerosol jet printing increases feature retention and lessens the 
influence of suspension removal from the metal.  A method which removes the suspension liquid 
prior to printing would further reduce the influences of liquid transport within printed features. 

Nanoparticle sintering has been shown to take place both in-situ and post AM.12  Sinter 
temperatures as low as 100oC have been employed to form metal-to-metal bonds.4 The metal 
bonds increase electrical performance.4  The ligand concentration plays a crucial role in the force 
needed to join the NPs.12  For sufficiently small NPs in diameter (<5 nm for metallic NPs), the 
force applied from the flow gas can imbue a NP with sufficient energy to contact an already 
coated NP.12, 13  With 0.5-20 m/s velocities, NPs can deform upon printing.13, 14  While the 
kinetic energy of the collision of NPs is not sufficient to merge them, the decrease in surface 
energy from merging two NPs is sufficient to bring the NPs to near a merging temperature.14  
The phenomenon is commonly called “neck bonding”.12-14  The kinetic energy of collision serves 
the purpose of bringing the 2 surfaces into contact.14  Supplied heat from the environment is 
needed to overcome the activation energy and merge the two NPs.4  An AM method that 
employs energy to form a bond between printed NPs during the printing process would be an 
advancement of the state of the art.  

Laser sintering of metal powders is the state of the art for pure metal films.15  Powdered 
metal is fed from dispensers to the focal point of Watt scale laser light.15 The piece is formed 
from the melted metal powder.  Feature temperatures commonly reach 500-1000oC.15 The high 
temperatures reached to melt the metal powder are above the thermal budget for many polymers 
and electronic devices.3  A solution to print metal features on substrates with lower heat 
tolerances than that obtained by laser sintering is needed. 

Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is an alteration of laser sintering which attempts to 
address the lack of materials diversity in the field.18  A donor material is irradiated with a 
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focused laser beam causing a “pixel” of material to explode and move toward an opposing 
substrate termed the acceptor.  The high-speed pixel of materials is joined mechanically to the 
acceptor surface, which may then require further irradiation or thermal treatment to fuse the two 
surfaces.18  While the LIFT process provides a laser sintering method to work with polymers and 
“softer” materials, it replicates the beam’s intensity profile in the amount of material deposited.18  
The intensity profile causes more materials to be deposited on the edges of a feature than in the 
center, in essence, a “coffee ring” similar to thermal solvent removal. A method which does not 
produce a coffee ring effect in the printed feature either by irradiance or solvent reduction is 
preferred in order to replicate the desired and increase device performance. 

Radio frequency (RF) heating of metal features has been used to print metal features at 
temperatures lower than 200oC.16, 17 Lead and tin wires have been inductively melted inside of a 
glass nozzle and flow glass forms the microdroplets that are propelled outward to print the 
feature.16  To incorporate metals that melt at higher temperatures than lead, Jerby, et al.17 localize 
the microwaves of a magnetron source above a metal powder to melt the powder inside the 
magnetron shield and then move the solidified powder out of the chamber to continue AM on 
one side of the feature.17  Both Vega, et al.16 and Jerby et al.17 achieve low-temperature AM by 
melting their metallic source away from the printing area.  Restrictions include, low melting 
temperature metals16 or being only able to form features inside the magnetron cavity.17  An AM 
technique which heats the metal away from the substrate and allows for robust metal features 
(more robust metals than lead) is needed to improve on the remote heating methods. 

Competing with aerosol-jet printing is the print-stick-peel approach.19  Metal foils are cut 
to shape and an adhesive layer is applied to the back.  The conductive sticker can then be applied 
to a compatible surface.19  adhesively applying metal features to a substrate is an economical 
alternative but the adhesive may interfere with the long-term stability of the metal and separation 
of the feature from the substrate is a possibility.  A method to directly print the metal on the 
substrate would reduce the complexity of the AM method. 

Summary of materials challenges in AM:  A thermal budget lower than 200oC20 is an 
important materials consideration for AM to allow for printing on fragile devices and substrates.  
From a morphology perspective, a process which can deposit metal with lower than 30 volume 
% polymer and/or liquid inclusions in the feature3 is needed to increase product quality and 
lifespan.  Industrially, a process which can be printed without guide channels is needed to reduce 
the complexity and quality of industrial-scale AM.7  Some degree of metal sintering is needed to 
fuse the electrically conductive features.  Coupling with the conductivity, an AM methodology 
which prints features without mass transfer distorting the pattern is needed to increase the 
reliability of AM.2, 18 

In this study, we propose the AM from a NP spray, photonically formed from AJP 
reagent microdroplets.  The NP printing without suspending liquid allows a mostly metal feature 
to be printed.  Liquid reduction away from the substrate allows for work on low thermal budget 
features, and will remove any polymerized solvent prior to deposition.  Coffee ring and other 
intensity profile features would be diminished as the NPs would be dry upon contact with the 
substrate (no drying mass transfer).  A heated flow gas rate will cause some sintering in the NP 
films, increasing electrical conductivity while staying within the thermal budget of the substrate.  
Successful completion of the proposed work would demonstrate an aerosol jet printing technique 
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Figure 1, Cross section TEM image showing Cu 
NP s plated onto a copper TEM grid no sinter 
was performed. 

that would print a mostly metal feature with high electrical conductivity and few mass transfer 
influences due to drying.  The work would help satisfy many materials challenges in the AM of 
metal features.   

Preliminary Studies 

In order to deposit metal NP features: 
polymer microreactors have printed 
microwidth features of conductive particles 
with 3.1 nm diameter Cu NPs, seen in 
Figure 1. Copper (II) chloride,   sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH), and 1-Butyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate 
([Bmim][BF4]) were dissolved in ethylene 
glycol (EG). The clear blue solution was 
heated in air to 50oC for 10 min while 
stirring at a medium-high rate, similar to 
the polyol method.21  

Fluorosilicone (FS) polymer resin molds 
were created from patterned silicon.  The pattern consisted of 50 µm wide by 50 µm high and 25 
µm wide by 25 µm high channels separated by the same width as the feature.  The Si template 
was covered in an octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTS) release layer from a 5 mM concentration in 
toluene for 4 hours.  A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) intermediate mold was formed to make a 
negative of the desired pattern to be printed.  2 ml of PDMS was drizzled over the OTS-silicon 
pattern and oven cured at 100oC for 20 min.  The PDMS negative was frozen at -5oC for 15 min 
and then removed from the silicon master pattern.  Lastly, the silicon flurorpolymer 
microreactors were made by applying 2 ml of Dow Corning 730-FS sealant to the PDMS 
negative, covering the stack and allowing to air dry for 1 week. The PDMS and fluorosilicone 
separate easily and then the fluorosilicone was rapidly heated to 220oC to remove any remaining 
solvent/linking catalyst.  The fluorosilicone microreactor was then cooled back down to room 
temperature and applied to a deposition surface.   

Deposition surfaces  from silicon were cleaned via sonication in acetone, methanol, and 
deionized water (DIW) for 15 min each, and immersed for 90 min in a 1:3 mixture (by volume) 
of H2SO4  and H2O2 to hydroxylate the surface. Samples were rinsed thoroughly in DIW and 
dried at 150oC for 5 min in flowing 
nitrogen. After cooling, a sample was 
immersed for 15 min in 5 mM (3-
Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS) 
dissolved in methanol, rinsed with 
methanol for 30 s, and heated to 150oC in 
flowing nitrogen for 30 min. Copper 
deposition followed immediately. 

The FS microreactor was applied to the 
amine terminated surface with 2 psi of 
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 Figure 4, Cross section SEM images showing a wide angle view of printed Cu NP lines (A) The 
thin film of Cu NPs (B) and the siliconfluoropolymer (C)  the edge of the printed line can be 
seen in the background of (C).  

Figure 3, Surface SEM images of a printed copper feature. 

pressure. A hypodermic needle was used to side fill the microreactor channels with copper 
reagent by 2 psi of pressure and 10µL of the reagent until liquid flowed from the other side of the 
channels.  A depiction of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.  The microreactor was 
then heated under nitrogen to 200oC for 10 min.  When the internal temperature of the stack 
reached 193oC, the reagent solution vaporized and the NPs formed.  An audible hiss was 
observed coming from the stack.  The solvent outgassed leaving the Cu NPs printed into the lines 
on the substrate.  The stack was cooled back to room temperature in 
nitrogen, and the microreactor and not printed surface were separated.  
Upon inspection, the FS microreactor showed few Cu NP 
agglomerates, as copper does not wet the 
fluorosilicone walls.  The printed features 
and substrate were sintered at 200oC in 
nitrogen for 60 min.   

The microreactors printed Cu NP features 
that were the width of the channels 
(50 or 25 µm, Figure 3) and 
25 nm high, Figure 4B.  
Some sintering is seen in the 
features (Figure 5).  
Polymerized solvent on the 
substrate was observed upon 
removal of the mold.  To 
remove the  polymer from 
the printed features, the 
surface was ultrasonically (20 kHz, 20 W) cleaned in a toluene and acetone bath for 15 min each 
at room temperature.  The samples were dried and stored under nitrogen for analysis.   

Figure 3, shows a copper printed feature that was made with microreactor printing.  A dense 
pack of 3-5 nm diameter nanoparticles are seen in the upper image.  The lower image shows 
blurry aspects of the polymer left behind by the microreactor.  Lastly, there is some film 
variation seen in the copper nanoparticles of 
the center image (denoted by a difference 
in gray scale).  Polymerized EG is 
visible as 1-5 micron wide circles in 
the center image.  
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Figure 4 shows cross-section images of metal printed lines Figure 4A, the copper nanoparticle 
field, Figure 4B, and the polymer left behind by the microreactor, Figure 4C.  As can be seen in 
Figure 4B, the height of the Cu NPs (gray field) from a single printing pass is about 25 nm, also 
seen in Figure 1.  The dark black dots in Figure 4B are polymerized solvent from the printing 
process that did not rinse off with the ultrasonic cleaning.  The polymer in Figure 4C is from the 
surface of the microreactor and is not removed by ultrasonic cleaning.  Figure 4A shows 
distinguishable  metal features with surface polymer in the spaces between the printed lines. 

The electrical conductivity of the lines was tested with a Keithley 920 four point probe.  Along 
the Cu NP lines the conductivity was 4.4±0.2*107 S/m or 75% of bulk (Cu bulk = 5.84*107 S/m).  
The samples were turned 90o, orthogonal to the printed lines, so as to not form a conductive path 
along the printed wires.  The conductivity dropped to 5.89±0.87*103 S/m.  The difference in 
conductivity can be attributed to the loss of contact with the printed copper features.  

The current results show that the proposed 
plating chemistry forms Cu NP features as the 
solvent outgasses.  The Cu NPs are directed onto 
a copper-philic surface and form a pack of Cu 
NPs as seen in the cross-sectional TEM image in 
Figure 1. Some self-sintering can be seen in 
non-thermally treated Cu NP films, shown in 
Figure 5A and B, by the necking bonds formed 
between Cu agglomerates (Figure 5A) and the 
sintering between individual NPs (Figure 5B).  

The current results demonstrate the metal 
features are printed with some polymer in 
between and on top of the metal.  A method 
which can direct the NPs while not in physical 
contact with the printed substrate is desired.  
Polymerization of the solvent occurs as a 
bottleneck of outgas forms.  Having a larger 
volume of inert gas to absorb the vapor is 
needed to reduce polymerization of EG.  Lastly, 
the printing of a single feature set is time-
consuming, comprising about 1 hour/cm2 
printed area.   

The proposed AM methodology would reduce 
polymer on the printed feature by not being in direct contact with the surface and by outgassing 
the solvent.  The nozzle gas has a much higher volumetric flow rate than the solvent microdrops.  
If heated to a temperature where the liquid vaporizes, the gas would keep the solvent in a vapor 
state, which would reduce polymer deposition.  The proposed setup would allow for increased 
printing speed as there is no microreactor to heat, cool, and reposition between layers.  The 
proposed AM would improve on all materials aspects of the microreactor printing methodology.    

Research Design and Methods  

Figure 5, SEM images showing thermal 
plated Cu NPs exhibiting neck sintering on 
a non-sintered substrate 
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Figure 6, Depiction of NP aerosol formation and deposition by 
aerosol AM.  

The proposed work seeks to provide an AM methodology for printed features of metal 
nanoparticles.  Previous literature in the field shows the deposition of liquids, polymers, and 
voids along with the metals, resulting in mass transport alteration of the printed features upon 
sintering.  The current work shows that the plating chemistry can pack NPs into features with 
high electrical conductivity. 

Figure 6 shows a depiction 
of the proposed NP 
reactor.  Reagent droplets 
will be injected into the 
reactor along with 
preheated gas.  The micron 
scale droplets will be 
vaporized by 
boradspectrum light 
irradiation.  Sheath gas 
will direct the NPs to the 
substrate where the 
temperature of the gas will 
be instrumental in 
sintering the NPs into 
place.  The vaporization of 
solvent will remove the 
liquid prior to deposition. 

The proposed 3D printing 
system is an Optomec Aerosol Jet 200.22  It is a system that is designed for the development of 
AJP methodologies.  The sample is affixed to a 3 axis stage allowing for the nozzle and reactor 
to remain motionless.  A high-speed camera is included with the printer to image the 
microdroplets.  The printer has 2 screw boards so as to have available mounts for the reactor and 
fiber optic bundle.  The atomizer gas will be externally heated to 100oC and composed of 
nitrogen.  The atomizer’s ultrasonic power/frequency will be altered to make 10 micron droplets, 
and the flow gas will be set to 20 sccm for the experiments.22  The Optomec Aerosol Jet 200 is a 
ready option for the development of NP spray printing as it can be easily modified to accept the 
photoreactor and heaters needed for the flow gasses.   

The reactor depicted in Figure 6 is comprised of aluminum and is affixed with two metal bars to 
the mounting board.  The reactor has dimensions of a 1 cm wide by 1 cm long cylinder.   The 
reactor’s inner volume is 600 microns wide, in the center of the reactor; all interior surface are 
gold mirror finished.  The gold mirroring is done to provide reflectivity of the reactor walls in the 
frequency range of 1-5 microns to maximize EG absorption.23  A slit, 0.5 cm x 600 microns, will 
be drilled into one side of the reactor along the center line with male threading to accept the end 
of the fiber optic bundle.  The fiber bundle is comprised of 100 fibers which are 300 microns in 
cross-sectional diameter in the round to linear fiber arraignment of a ThorLab fiber bundle.24  
There are several fibers types that transmit the visible to IR range with ~10-16% losses, namely 
the tri-mode and hollow glass fiber types.24  A KiloArc Xe lamp source will be connected to the 
opposite end of the fiber optic bundle (the round entry side).25  The lamp source contains an 
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integrated fiber optic mount setup and optics to focus the light into the fibers.25  The lamp can be 
tuned from 5-100 optical watts at the emission lens and consumes 50-1000 W of electrical 
energy.25  The proposed configuration of an integrating optical reactor powered by a broadband 
high energy lamp will allow for sufficient optical absorbance to vaporize the inbound reagent 
microdrops.   

The proposed reactor can be scaled up to larger flow rates and optical powers with a similar Xe 
lamp.  In future work, the reactor can be fixed to the nozzle allowing for movable heads which 
will allow for large scale printing.  Future work for with the microreactor will allow for the large 
scale printing with a NP spray. 

Facilities: In-house:  photon absorbance measurements will be made with a JASCO V-670 ultra 
violet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer and external integrating sphere. Photoluminescence 
(PL) measurements will be made with a Horiba NanoLogr spectrofluorometer, an integrating 
sphere sample chamber, and a Horiba FL-1073 thermoelectrically cooled photo multiplier with 
1200x500 dual gratings for the monochromator.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
measurements of the surface chemistry will be made using a non-monochromatic Al Kα (hν = 
1486.6 eV) source and a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (Physical Electronics 549).  
Electrical measurements will be performed with Keithley 2400 and 2700 multimeters and a 
Lucas Labs SP4 four point probe on a 300 class probe stand.  Capacitance-voltage (CV) 
measurements will be made with Agilent 4284A and 4284A systems.  Electrical measurements 
will be made at the center and halfway from the center to the corner of each sample.   

University Spectral and Imaging Centers: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images will be 
acquired with a Hitachi S-4800 (Type II, 1-5 kV, working distance of 2-2.5 mm).  Energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) will be concurrently measured with SEM imaging. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) images will be taken with a Hitachi H-8100 microscope. All electron 
beam images will be analyzed with the distance and radius functions of ImageJ to obtain NP 
diameters, distances, and film thicknesses. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of grain size 
will be made with a Scintag XDS 2000 PTS Diffractometer 

Storage and Data Protection:  Samples will be stored in nitrogen sealed glass vials at 5oC in a 
desiccated chamber.  Five samples at each process step will be taken in randomized order; the 
glass vial of each sample will be tagged with type, date, time, and previously performed 
techniques.  On top of the vial’s cap, a seal of parafilm will be used to cover the threads and 
prevent contamination.  Two backups of all raw data and reports will be done on the university’s 
server in a project folder (which is imaged and stored on a remote server once daily) and a 
physical mass storage device. 

Aim 1.1: We hypothesize that the Cu NPs will form from irradiated reagent microdrops with an 
optical irradiation of 5-20 Watts.   

Feasibility: Droplets from the aerosol nozzle will be set to 10 microns across (volume = 4 pL).16  
The internal high-speed camera will be set at an image rate of 104 fps so as to determine the 
printer parameters for 10 micron droplets.16, 45 The camera will be used to image the drops as 
they are emitted from the nozzle.  The reagent feed rate will be set for 10 ml/hr. 
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Figure 7, Xe lamp irradiance and 
EG absorptivity  

The optical power consumption needed in the reactor is calculated in the next five paragraphs:   
The drops will be composed of ethylene glycol as the solvent/reducing agent with CuCl2, NaOH, 
and [Bmim][BF4].  To minimize the reactor energy without removing solvent from the drops, the 
atomizer gas will be heated to 100oC.  The total energy to vaporize a droplet is 4.46*10-6 J.26, 27  
With a feed rate set to 10 ml/hr of reagent 663150 drops are produced per second.28  combining 
the droplet rate and vaporization energy a minimum wattage of 2.96 W needs to be absorbed by 
the glycol to form the NPs and vaporize the solvent.  Adding in heat loss to the gas in the reactor 
space a minimum power requirement of 3.22 W is obtained.29-32 

The area coverage is calculated by:  There is 1 pg of copper in each microdrop which equates to 
roughly 7.9 million NPs per drop.33-36  Applying the cross section of the NPs and the flow rate of 
NPs, the print speed for a monolayer of NPs is 37 square mm2/s or if a 100 nm thick film is 
desired then 1.5 square mm2/s is obtained.37 

The absorption efficiency is calculated:  The maximum 
light absorbed by the glycol can be calculated by taking 
the broadband absorptivity of EG (1-transmission) and 
the irradiance spectrum of the light source.25  A graphical 
depiction of a 100 W irradiance in the reactor volume 
convolved with the spectrum of EG is seen in Figure 7.  
For an optical irradiance of 100 W, the maximum that 
can be absorbed by the EG is 45.6 W leading to an 
average absorption coefficient of 0.46.   

The source optical power requirement is calculated: the 
gold mirrored reactor surface has an average reflectivity 
of 93-98% of all light in the absorption range.23  The 
reactor loses 1.5% of the light at the entry and exit 
holes.38, 39  A minimum of 15.5% of the light is lost in 
the fiber optics.40  Applying all of these losses to the 
minimum vaporization an optical power requirement of 
8.6 W is obtained.41 

To calculate the irradiance incident on the drop in the 
reactor:  The residence time is 10.8 ms.42  For 8.6 W of 
optical incident irradiance is 104.54 watts per square 
centimeter.43  The light absorbed by the microdroplet is 
6.53*10-8 kJ.44  At 8.6 W The ratio of the light absorbed by the microdrop  to the needed 
vaporization energy is 1.5.  A microdrop will absorb roughly 50% more energy than is required 
to form the NPs and vaporize the microdrop.  The optical power required to form the NP aerosol 
is about 9 W for a range of print speeds from 1-30 mm2/s.22 

Sampling Methods and Protocols: We will collect initial samples of the effluent from the 
reactor at each optical power (5-20 W, 0.5 W steps) for 1 min at a distance of 1 mm from the 
reactor bottom.  The sheath gas will be 0 sccm, and the print velocity set to 0 so as to collect a 
measure of the average effluent. The samples will be APTMS covered 1x2.5 cm degreased 
native oxide p-type silicon as it bonds to Cu and will fit into the integrating sphere of the 
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Figure 8,  UV-Vis (A) and PL (B) spectra 
of Cu NPs and CuCl2, PL excitation 
wavelength = 385 nm 

spectrophotometer.  The photoreactor will be irradiated prior to experiments and the inner 
temperature will be checked with a twisted pair thermocouple.  The experiments will begin when 
the chamber has reached thermal equilibrium for at least 5 min.  The thermal ramp up time and 
final internal temperature will be recorded. 

Data Acquisition: Absorbance measurements of 
the light range from 400 to 800 nm will be 
conducted to measure the surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) of the copper nanoparticles at 
585 nm as seen in Figure 8A.  The appearance of 
the SPR (when compared to the CuCl2 spectrum 
in Figure 8A) will indicate the presence of 
nanophase copper.21  The SPR response will be 
maximized (pursuant to complete Cu NP 
formation).  Emission measurements (PL) will be 
used to confirm the formation of the NPs.   

Data Analysis:  The NPs fluoresce at 448 nm 
and the salt does not, as seen in Figure 8B.  
Following UV-VIS measurement, EDX will be 
used to determine the atom ratio of copper to 
carbon, nitrogen, fluorine, oxygen, boron, 
sodium, and chlorine in the samples.  Concurrent 
to EDX, SEM will be used to focus the EDX and 
examine the grains, agglomerates and 
nanoparticles.  XPS will be employed to confirm 
EDX atom ratios and confirm the presence and 
quantity of nanophase metal by analysis of the 
copper 2p 3/2 responses.  Metallic copper has a 
response at 432 eV and the 2+ ion state has a response at 443 eV.45  The UV-Vis and XPS data 
responses will be analyzed for the area under the curve (AUC), full width at half max (FWHM), 
and the presence of shoulder states in Igor v.6.1.5. 

Data Interpretation: The copper NP SPR absorbance will appear for samples irradiated with 5-
20 optical watts.  The minimum wattage where the SPR and PL responses first achieve 
maximum intensity will be taken as the optimum wattage where the copper has been fully 
reduced.  The XPS analysis of the AUC of the Cu 2p3/2 responses of  both Cu0 (432 eV) and Cu 
2+

 (443 eV) will yield a metal/ion ratio and will confirm the photon spectroscopy findings.  The 
XPS analysis of the other atoms in the sample will yield an overall contamination of the metal 
film.  EDX measurement taken concurrently with SEM images will confirm the ratio of metal to 
contaminate atoms in the sample.  Lastly, SEM and TEM images will show the initial NPs of the 
film and give an initial particle density.   

The presence of SPR and PL coupled with XPS response solely from Cu0 will confirm the 
reduction of the Cu ions to Cu NPs.  SEM images will give an initial picture of the NPs and their 
film density.  Lastly, concurrent to copper analysis, other atom XPS/EDX analysis will yield a 
ratio of copper to other atoms in the films showing that the film is mostly composed of copper.  
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The combination of the two (UV-Vis and XPS) Cu metal responses with the NP images and 
contamination ratio from EDX and XPS will prove that hypothesis 1 is correct that the optical 
reactor will reduce the reagent microdrops to Cu NPs with an optical bombardment of 5-20 W. 

Aim 1.2: We hypothesize that a sheath gas flow rate from 5 to 30 sccm will deposit a uniform 
distribution of  Cu NPs into a feature on a substrate 1 mm from the bottom of the integrating 
cylinder.1  A uniform distribution of NPs will be defined to not vary more than 20% in feature 
height, width, and particle density when compared to the average across the feature.1   

Sampling Methods and Protocols: Using the optical irradiance protocol developed in Aim 1.1, 
we will collect samples of the NP spray for 1 min at a distance of 1 mm from the reactor bottom.  
The sheath gas will range from 5-30 sccm at 5 sccm intervals.  The linear print velocity will be 
set to 0.17 mm/s so as to print a 1 cm line.22  The printing program will be set to print 20 lines at 
300 micron intervals so as to cover the 1 cm wide sample.  The standard nozzle head is set for 
150 micron wide features.  At the set printing speed a 900 nm thick feature will be formed.46  
The samples will be 1x2.5 cm degreased native oxide p-type silicon and 400 mesh lacy-carbon 
copper TEM grids.  The photoreactor will be irradiated prior to experiments until thermal 
equilibrium is achieved.  UV-Vis and PL analysis on the samples will be performed to ensure 
that the higher flow rate of gasses still reduces all of the particles, if not the irradiance will be 
increased until the NPs form. 

Data Acquisition: The 20 line samples will be cross-sectioned for SEM imaging.  A vertical 
cross section will allow for images of the 20 line’s thickness profile.  Images taken at a tilt angle 
of 5o off the vertical axis will allow depth analysis of the feature height (ridges).  Top down 
(surface images) will be used to look for continuity termination (cracks) of the features. Ten lines 
will be printed in the same configuration with a 6.4 mm/s print speed on a 400 mesh lacy-carbon 
copper TEM grid.  The feature height will be 24 nm. The TEM image will be used to analyze the 
density of NPs, agglomerates, and grains in the feature. 

Data Analysis: The SEM and TEM images will be analyzed for grain, agglomerate, and NP 
diameters in ImageJ.  The cross section images will be used to determine the thickness profile of 
the samples.  The surface and low angle samples will be used to check for micron scale 
discontinuities (i.e. cracks, ridges) in the printed feature.  TEM images piecing the thinner 
features will be used to determine a particle density (and conversely a void density) of the feature 
as a function of distance from the center.   

Data interpretation: The thickness profile from the cross-section SEM images will yield a 
direct measurement of the feature variation.  The surface SEM images will yield a 
micron/nanometer scale crack density in the feature.  The low angle SEM images will confirm 
the feature height calculation by imaging the rise and fall any variations along 100 microns of the 
feature.  The TEM analysis will yield a NP density profile along the width of the feature. 

The thickness profile from the SEM images will be studied as a function of the sheath flow rate.  
Concurrent to the thickness profile the surface and angled SEM images will be used to study the 
continuity of the features.  The TEM particle density will convolve with the SEM profile to 
evaluate the flow of NPs to the entire width of the printed feature.  Studying the flow rate based 
on the continuity of NPs from the TEM profile and thickness from the SEM will prove the 
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hypothesis of Aim 1.2 correct that a sheath flow rate from 5-30 sccm will deposit a continuous, 
smooth feature. 

Aim 1.3: We hypothesize that sheath gas temperatures of 100-190oC and the flow rate developed 
in Aim 1.2 will sinter the NPs into a metal feature.  A fully sintered film being defined as having 
an electrical conductivity 75% that of bulk copper and 33-neck bonds/100 NPs. 4  

Feasibility: An energetic evaluation of an NP collision 
between an incident and printed NP will be evaluated 
to determine the feasibility of sintering the NPs with 
sheath gas:  The kinetic energy of the incident NP is 
2.0*10-19 J.47 The impact leads to a 2oC temperature 
increase, which is not enough to sinter the NPs.48, 49 
The sinter temperature of fine (nanophase) copper 
powder is 150-190oC.49 For a NP to sinter a difference 
in surface energy (pre and post impact) must be seen.  
Of the average 12875 atoms in a NP, 2197 of those are 
surface atoms, and 549 are directly impacted on 
collision.50-56  The surface energy of the NPs is 1.87 
J/m2 which equates to 5.29*10-17 J per NP.49, 57  Using the calculated surface and NP energies 
from before and after collision the energy difference in released surface energy is 1.1*10-16 J.58- 

63  The energy released upon collision is 1.2 times the energy needed to heat 2 NPs from 100oC 
to 190oC and 362 times the energy needed to heat the 2 NPs to from 180 to 190oC.64-67 

Sampling methods and protocols: Using the optical irradiance protocol developed from Aim 
1.1 and the sheath flow rate from Aim 1.2 that gives the smoothest most-continuous deposition, 
we will collect samples of the NP spray for 1min at a distance of 1 mm from the reactor bottom.  
The sheath temperature will range from 100-190oC at 10oC intervals.  The linear print velocity 
will be set to 6.4 mm/s.  The printing program will be set to cover a 1 cm2 section with metal.  
The electrical conductivity, CV, and XRD will need a sheet to get sufficient signal to noise.   At 
the set printing speed, a 24 nm thick feature will be formed. The samples will be 1x2.5 cm 
degreased native oxide p-type silicon and 400 mesh lacy-carbon copper TEM grids.  The 
photoreactor will be irradiated prior to experiments until thermal equilibrium is achieved. 

Data Acquisition: The plated silicon samples will be measured for electrical conductivity and 
CV with XRD, UV-Vis, and PL to confirm the findings.  Study of the electrical conductivity will 
be performed as a function of the sheath gas temperature.  Modified two-dimensional spatial 
high-frequency Terman analysis of the hysteresis of CV measurements will determine the 
electrical density of states (DoS) within the feature.68  Attenuation of the UV-Vis and PL 
nanophase responses will confirm the electrical measurements  XRD measurements will be used 
to determine the formation of grains from a tight pack of NPs if UV-Vis and PL do not confirm 
the electrical measurements.69  Surface SEM images will be taken of the plated silicon samples 
to look for the formation of neck bonding between NPs and agglomerates. TEM images will also 
be taken looking for the formation of grains from the agglomerated NPs (i.e. large particles 
absorbing smaller ones).  An example of a TEM image showing sintering is seen in Figure 9, and 
SEM showing necking bonds are seen in Figures 5A and B. 

Figure 9, TEM Cross section 
exhibiting Cu grain growth from NPs   
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Data Analysis: electrical conductivity will be taken as a measure of macroscopic sintering.  The 
UV-Vis and PL nanophase responses seen in Figure 8 will attenuate as the feature sinters from 
NPs to grains.  If needed, confirmation of sintering will be gained by DoS analysis and 
quantitative XRD.  The SEM and TEM images will be analyzed for grain, agglomerate, NP 
diameters, as well as the quantity of neck bonds/100 NPs.  The widths of the sintering bonds will 
be evaluated against widths of the respective features to determine the degree of sintering.     

Data interpretation: The sintering of the NPs will be evaluated and linked to the electrical 
behavior and film morphology of the features.  The electrical conductivity is an indication of the 
electrical connections within the feature.  A copper-copper connection is several orders of 
magnitude more conductive than ion transfer through the NPs ion shells’.70  The electrical 
conductivity is directly related to the copper-copper contacts that are made within the film.  The 
SEM and TEM analysis of neck bonding within the NPs and agglomerates is an indication of the 
number of metal-to-metal connections within the feature.  The ratios of the quantity of neck 
bonds/100 NPs and agglomerates along with the average widths of the bonds will allow for a 
mechanistic understanding of the electrical transfer within the film to be developed.  The UV-Vis 
and PL analysis will tell us at what temperature is a minimum nanophase response achieved, 
pointing to the grain formation temperature.  DoS analysis will show a reduction in trap states 
within the film, which will be collaborated by increasing grain size from the XRD 
measurements.  Nonsintered NPs will express all crystal planes, upon sintering the ratio of the 
planes should decrease as grains form.69  The electrical conductivity along with the mechanistic 
understanding of conductivity in the NP features from the SEM and TEM analysis (and 
confirmed by CV, UV-Vis,  PL, and XRD) will prove that the hypothesis of Aim 1.3 is correct.  
A sheath gas temperature from 100-190oC will sinter the NPs into a feature with at least 75% the 
electrical conductivity of bulk copper along with providing a mechanistic understanding of the 
electrical conduction in the film. 

Overall Analysis:  The main goal of the project is to provide a methodology to print a tight 
packed feature of metal NPs with an electrical conductivity comparable to bulk metal.  
Successful completion of the Aim1.1 will demonstrate that the NP spray is formed at the effluent 
of the photoreactor.  Nanophase absorbance, luminescence, and atomistic signals coupled with 
electron images of the NP pack will show that the photoreactor can produce a spray of metal 
NPs, from which a feature can be printed.  Aim 1.2 will show the influence that the sheath gas 
rate has on the topographic deviation of the feature.  The topography and particle density will be 
electron imaged to demonstrate smooth feature deposition.  Lastly, completion of A1.3 will 
provide a gas temperature range where neck bonding and electrical conductivity of the feature 
are correlated.  The combination of a NP spray which is formed into smooth electrically-
conductive features will demonstrate that the NP spray printing is a viable technique for the 
additive manufacturing of metal features without the need for binders or post-printing treatments.  

Future Directions:  With further research and refinement, the NP spray printing can be used for 
to form smooth continuous metal features on many different substrates.  The impact would be a 
low-temperature process where high-quality electrically-conductive features could be achieved 
by aerosol jet printing.  The future goal of this research is to apply our knowledge in an industrial 
setting and scale up the process. 
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Abstract

A nonaqueous electroless deposition (ELD) bath coating process that uses a charge

compensator in lieu of a ligand or complexing agent is presented. The weak electrostatic

complex of the charge compensator to the ions and particles in solution and the high

pH conditions improve the quality of deposited thin metal films. Si(100) coupons were

hydroxylated using a sulfuric acid-hydrogen peroxide mixture (SPM or piranha). The

surface was terminated with an amine group by immersion in a 5 mM solution of

(3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (APTMS) in methanol followed by a 150◦C anneal.

Metal films were deposited by suspending samples in a bath made by dissolving Cu(II)

chloride in ethylene glycol, which also served as the reducing agent, and adding 1-

butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate as a charge compensator. The surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) of Cu nanoparticles was at 585 nm. Transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of the bath

yielded a particle size distribution centered at 3.1±1.6 nm. Annealing the coupons

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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at 200◦C in nitrogen promoted the formation of an electrically conductive thin film.

Scanning electron microscopy images of the coated substrates showed a layer structure

consisting of a film that was 20-50 nm thick. Electrical characterization of these films

yielded conductivities in the 106 S/m order of magnitude. The Cu particle core-ion

shell complex is attracted to the positively charged amine groups at high pH depositing

a thin metal particle film that is both continuous and conformal.

Introduction

Metal coatings alter the electrical and thermal conductivity, wear resistance, biocompatibil-

ity, and antimicrobial properties of surfaces. Films made of metals are found in catalysts

and microelectronic devices and are used in electromagnetic shielding and corrosion protec-

tion. Copper has a high electrical and thermal conductivity as well as a high resistance to

electromigration and stress-induced voiding. It is used to bind receptor molecules that are

the basis of sensors and fill patterns made in insulating films creating the wiring in logic

and memory chips. Thin films of pure copper have been deposited by vacuum-based PVD,1

CVD,1 and ALD2 as well as solution-based electroplating,3,4 galvanic displacement,3 and

electroless deposition (ELD).5 Both thermal evaporation and PVD are used commercially

to deposit copper in high throughput continuous processes, but liquid-based methods such

as bath electroplating is simpler and more economical.1,6

Liquid-based methods also expand the precursors available for film deposition from ions

and molecular complexes to nanoparticles (NPs). Copper NPs have been synthesized in

solution by a variety of methods including reverse micelles,7 microemulsions,8 polyol,9,10

photochemical,11 electrolytic reduction,12 and chemical reduction.13 Batch synthesis meth-

ods typically require separating the nanoparticles from the unreacted monomers adding to

process complexity. Although there are no high volume processes using metal NPs, copper

NPs have found their way into niche applications such as catalysts,14 inkjet printing,15,16

medical imaging,17,18 and bactericides.19
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Nanoparticles with edge lengths below about 10 nm contain a large fraction of surface

atoms. The unsatisfied bonds of surface atoms, some possibly with a net charge, increase the

surface energy. The high surface energy could lower the temperature to sinter the particles

and form a conductive film. Because metallization is often done after other device building

steps—interconnect lines, for example, are deposited after transistors are fabricated on a

logic chip—lower temperatures minimize undesired diffusion and reaction of the other thin

films and interfaces. Also lower processing temperatures could expand the types of materials

that can be metallized with Cu rather than the more expensive noble metals Ag and Au.

Examples include glass,20 paper, plastic,21 and biomaterials A high surface energy also makes

NPs more likely to corrode in solution and oxidize in air,15 but coating the particles could

offer protection until the film formation step.

The need for more uniform and highly conformal films in microelectronic device fabrica-

tion has driven development of ALD processes for depositing copper.22

Copper NPs have been used to form thin films using different solution chemistries, surface

pre-treatments, and post-deposition sintering.

Copper ions were chemically reduced in solution, and the pH and ionic strength were

controlled to deposit Cu particles on Si/SiO2 coated with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane

(APTMS). At neutral pH the Cu particles were negatively charged and electrostatically

attracted to positively charged –NH3 groups in the amine layer. Forming gas annealing at

300 and 450 ◦C doubled and quadrupled the adhesion strength of the film, respectively, based

on measurements of the debonding energy.23 In a subsequent paper, a group from the same

... reported a UV-vis peak at 725 nm and attribute it to the formation of a Cu complex.24

An alternative to the conventional metal and metal nitride barriers to promote adhesion

of Cu on SiO2 and prevent diffusion of Cu into SiO2 is a self-assembled monolayer (SAM).

“anchoring of bifunctionalized organic mol- ecules on the interlayer dielectric surface.”

In these cases, the ILs can function as the stabilising agent to prevent the kinetically

unstable nanoparticles from agglomeration.
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Electrolytic reduction of CuCl in the ionic liquid [BMIM]PF6 yielded much smaller par-

ticles than in aqueous electrolytes.

12 Particle diameters as small as 5-15 nm are reported and attributed to the low solu-

bility of CuCl in the ionic liquid. electrochemical deposition or plating of copper requires a

conductive surface

Metallization of insulating materials at low temperatures and ambient pressures is an

important step in electronic device processing.15,25 Cu NP film formation from liquids is

inexpensive compared to high vacuum processes (such as atomic layer deposition), it has the

potential to produce an electrically conducting film.10,15 Nanoscale features within the film

allow for tuning of many bulk properties (such as macroscopic electrical conductivity, and

surface energy) though crystal diameter, and particle/film composition.26 Cu NPs have been

employed to form thin films on substrates.23,24 Aqueous mixtures of Cu ions, ligands, and

a reducing agent have been used to make such films, but the resultant films have included

voids and/or pinholes that expose the substrate and could potentially provide a pathway

to device failure.23,24,27 A liquid process that forms the NP film is needed that allows for

conductive pathways without pinholes in the film.

Methods to create NP films have in the past required plasma processes (such as sput-

tering or atmospheric plasma spraying) to form the NPs on a surface.28–30 These methods

may require low pressures as well as plasma setups.28,30 The product may be of a high NP

density and metallic outer surface of the NPs.28 In some plasma deposition cases reagent and

secondary plasma decay products are included in resultant NP films29,30 which may lead to

trap state formation.30 The process steps and effort required to form a plasma based NP film

increase overall device cost.28 Current research looks to stabilize NPs from liquid sources to

allow for film formation to reduce cost and decrease the overall process steps for metalization

of insulating materials.

Conventional electrodeposition performed without a metal ion seed layer may form spher-

ical metallic particles that are tens to several hundred nanometers wide.12,31,32 This is an
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important step in forming copper NP films on electrodes, but has the obvious disadvantage of

forming a NP film on conductive/semiconducting substrates only.12,31,32 A NP film formation

approach that can form a metal film on non conductive substrates as well as produce NPs

that are well below the 100 nm width domain is preferable to make electrically conductive

films on insulating materials.

Metalization of non-conducting substrates has also been accomplished with a catalyst

layer.33 Amine terminated coupons were dipped in silver salt solutions, upon which silver

NPs were reduced via chemical reduction.33 The coupons were covered in a non continuous

dispersion of silver particles, upon which copper was electrolessly plated. The end result is

bulk film growth as the silver forms grain growth points.34 The resultant film is of a bulk like

state, which does not have the high surface energy of a nanophase film.33 For the production

of nanoparticle films catalyst or growth layers promote the formation of a bulk like film, NPs

do not form on the surface as bulk like grains are more energetically favorable.33 lization

of non-conducting substrates has also been accomplished with a catalyst layer.33 Amine

terminated coupons were dipped in silver salt solutions, upon which silver NPs were reduced

via chemical reduction.33 The coupons were covered in a non continuous dispersion of silver

particles, upon which copper was electrolessly plated. The end result is bulk film growth as

the silver forms grain growth points.34 The resultant film is of a bulk like state, which does

not have the high surface energy of a nanophase film.33 For the production of nanoparticle

films catalyst or growth layers promote the formation of a bulk like film, NPs do not form

on the surface as bulk like grains are more energetically favorable.33

Polymer matrices or layers have been added to protect NPs and to diminish grain

growth.35–37 Example polymers include polyimide and polyvinylpyrrolidone.35,36 Sensitiza-

tion of the polymer may require a ligand complexed to the NP surface so as to promote

fusion of the NPs to the polymer/citeMuench2014, Pap2014. In order to form conductive

pathways between the NPs sintering must take place.38 The high surface area of the NPs aids

in pathway formation (i.e. lower sinter temp), but the polymer stabilizer impedes conduction
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and forms trap states due to the degradation of the polymer upon sintering.35,39 Annealing

in reducing atmospheres has been shown to increase the conductivity of the NPs.28,35

As an alternate sintering method, laser annealing to produce micro scale features from

NPs is currently employed to form metal on polymer films.40,41 The polymer holds the

NPs in place until the laser ’writes’ them into a film or two dimensional feature.40,41 While

the features are mostly metal, the polymer surrounds the NPs, and is a requirement for

NP film formation. Polymers may stabilize NP film growth, recently, graphene has been

added to copper nanoparticles in lieu of a polymer stabilizer,42 and as a capping agent to

prevent oxidation.15 Near bulk like conductivities can be achieved,15 but carbon surrounds

the NPs and may react with the outer surface/ions of the metal NPs.42 If the formation of

conductive pathways is a primary purpose of the metallic particles, then the presence of a

polymer stabilizer may impede conduction as the polymer is less conductive than the NPs

and a ligand may be required to complex the NPs and polymer35,36,43,44 ; a substitute is

needed to stabilize the particles but not to impede the macroscopic conductivity of the film.

A ligand (steric hindrance molecule) complexed to the Cu NP surface may also impede

the conductivity of a resultant film.23,26,37,45,46 Long carbon chain ligands may impede bulk

phase formation and produce small particles,27,46–49 but resultant NP film formation (either

electrostatically24,50 or physically26,48) produces films that contain fissures, which are a result

of ligand decomposition upon sintering.39,45,48 The use of long carbon chains (5-20 C atoms

long) as a ligand leads to voids and resistance to conductive film formation.27,37,45,48 If the

long chain carbon molecules impedes conductivity, the need for a smaller molecule to protect

NPs while not impede conductive pathway formation is required.

The use of an ionic liquid to increase electrostatic repulsion of adjacent particles has

recently been investigated.38 The application of increased electrostatic interference over a

ligand/polymer’s steric hindrance, as a route to particle stability, has the potential to alter

the morphology/conductivity of a resultant film.

The presence of an ionic liquid as an electrostatic agent associated to the NP in the ion
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cloud but not complexed to the surface of the NP should allow for stabilization of the metal

NP surface. The ionic liquid replaces the need for a polymer’s steric hindrance during the

deposition process. The use of ethylene glycol as the reducing agent (a polyol reduction)

and solvent removes the need for expensive plasma depositions setups. The use of thermal

generation to reduce the particles removes acid waste from the processing. The use of an

amine terminated layer, which is ELD coated with copper does not require a catalyst step

leading to a reduction of processing steps for the coating procedure. Overall the ELD process

presented removes processing steps and expensive setups to allow for a one pot method to

produce conformal thin layers of copper NPs which can be sintered at low temperature to

form conductive pathways.

In this study, the Cu NP film morphology with an ionic liquid to stabilize the thermally

reduced Cu NPs in ethylene glycol is presented. It fills a research need for metallic NP film

with nanothickness, produced without polymers, and originating from a liquid suspension.

The presence of the ionic liquid stabilizes the particles without the addition of polymer,

increasing conductivity of the resultant metal film. SEM and TEM images show 20-50 nm

thick films were produced which had conductivities that were approximately 1/10 that of

the bulk value. Control films were thicker with less uniformity and conductivity, due to

the presence of voids which do not appear in films produced with the ionic liquid.23 The

void-free Cu NP films were created on non conductive substrates from a one-pot method

with reagents similar to those of an electroplating solution.

Experimental Methods

Materials

Copper (II) chloride powder (99.999%), ethylene glycol (EG) (99.8%), anhydrous sodium hy-

droxide (99.8%), (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (APTMS)(97%, CAS 13822-56-5), and 1-

butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([bmim][BF4]) (98.5%, CAS 174501-65-6) were
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purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without any further purification. Sulfuric acid

(H2SO4, 96%) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) were obtained from Honeywell. Sam-

ples were cleaved into 1×2.5 cm coupons from both 0.3 mm-thick Si(100) wafers (2-5 Ω-cm,

Czochralski) and 1.5 mm thick soda-lime-silica glass microscope slides (Thermo Scientific,

420-004T).

Sample Preparation

Both Si and glass samples were prepared using the same set of steps. Coupons were cleaned

via sonicatation in acetone, methanol, and deionized water (DIW) for 15 min each, and

immersed for 90 min in a 1:3 mixture (by volume) of H2SO4 and H2O2 to hydroxylate the

surface. Samples were rinsed thoroughly in DIW and dried at 150◦C for 30 min in flowing

nitrogen. After cooling, a sample was immersed for 15 min in 5 mM APTMS dissolved in

methanol, rinsed with methanol for 30 s, and heated to 150 ◦C in flowing nitrogen for 30

min. Copper deposition followed immediately.

Copper Nanoparticle Deposition

In a 30 ml Pyrex beaker, 2 ml of 38 mM copper (II) chloride dissolved in EG was added to 18

ml of 62.8 mM sodium hydroxide dissolved in EG. The PTFE-coated stir bar was set to high

(∼1200 RPM), and 4 µL of the ionic liquid [bmim][BF4] was added. The clear blue solution

was heated in air to 50◦C for 10 min while stirring at a medium-high rate, similar to the

polyol method.10 A coupon was introduced into the deposition bath held by stainless steel

tweezers and placed about 1 cm above the stir bar. A glass microscope slide was set on top

of the beaker to diminish EG boil off. The bath was heated at a linear rate of 15◦C/min on a

hot plate preheated to 200◦C. A vapor evolved from the bath starting at about 80◦C. A type

J thermocouple was immersed in the reaction mixture at about 115◦C. The color of the bath

changed from royal blue to a translucent grey at 188-189◦C when copper ions were reduced

by EG. The bath color became a bright red at 190-191◦C, indicating that nanoparticles had
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formed based on the copper plasmon resonance peak in the UV-Vis spectrum. The coupon

was removed from the bath after 60 s,with a light red film covering the surface. Films were

sintered at 200◦C in flowing nitrogen for 60 min, cooled back to room temperature in a static

nitrogen ambient, and analyzed within 5 min of removal from the annealing furnace.

Characterization

The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of the Cu NP layers and dispersions was measured

with a JASCO V-670 ultra violet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images were acquired with a Hitachi S-4800 (Type II, 1-5 kV, working

distance of 2-2.5 mm). Slides were mounted on stubs using carbon tape. Transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a Hitachi H-8100 microscope. All

electron beam images were analyzed with the distance and radius functions of ImageJ to ob-

tain NP diameters, distances, and film thicknesses. Electrical measurements were performed

with Keithley 2400 and 2700 multimeters and a Lucas Labs SP4 four point probe on a 300

class probe stand. Measurements were made at the center and halfway from center to the

corner of each sample.

Film thickness measurements were made using a J.A. Woollam Co. M2000 spectroscopic

ellipsometer. The average thickness of the hydroxolated silicon dioxide was 16.8±0.7 Å.

The APTMS layer deposited on the silica was modeled as a Cauchy layer (with equation

constants A: 1.45, B: 0.01, C: 0, k: 0, exp: 1.5, band edge: 400 nm). The APTMS layer was

7.6±0.4 Å thick. All errors reported and error bars are to 95% confidence.

Coupons covered with an aminosilane layer were analyzed by transmission Fourier trans-

form infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Thermo Nicolet Nexus FTIR E.S.P 870). Coupons were

attached by surface tension to the inner surface of a standard 1 cm PMMA cuvette and filled

with 2.5 ml of EG. Each spectrum was obtained by co-adding 300 scans at 4 cm−1 resolution.

Contact angle measurements of ethylene glycol on APTMS surfaces were performed with a

Rame-Hart Model 500 Goniometer with 0.5µl drop volume.
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Results

The TEM image in Figure 1(a) shows spherical Cu nanoparticles with diameters of about

3 nm. The histogram in Figure 1(b) was generated from measuring the diameters of 647

particles on several TEM images, and a mean particle diameter of 3.1±1.6 nm (standard

deviation) was obtained from a Gaussian fit.

Figure 1(c) shows the DLS and UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements for the Cu NP dis-

persion. DLS (red line, open squares) shows a bimodal distribution with one fraction at

hydrodynamic sizes of 3.5±2 nm and the majority at 15±7 nm. The SPR peak of the Cu

NPs in the suspension was located at 585-589 nm with a FWHM of 62.5 nm. This wave-

length is consistent with the particle size,23,24 and the peak width is consistent with the

broad particle distribution.

The zeta potential of the particles was measured to determine the average-slipping plane

electrokinetic potential of the ion cloud surrounding the NPs. Figure 1(d, blue squares)

shows that the measured zeta potential of the Cu NPs made without ionic liquid in the

ethylene glycol is negative throughout the synthesis process, which starts at a pH value

of 12.5 before reaction and ends at a value of 9.3 after reaction. The addition of 4 µl of

[bmim][BF4] to the reagent bath leads to a 3-6 mV drop before reaction and a 12-13 mV

drop after reaction in the magnitude of the zeta potential of the particle-ion cloud complex.

The more negative values of the zeta potential due to the addition of the ionic liquid indicate

an electrostatic repulsion increase leading to greater particle stability in solution.

To determine how the negatively-charged particles respond to the average substrate

charge, glass coupons were soaked in solutions with different pH’s prior to immersion in

the chemical bath and the deposition of Cu NPs was monitored using the SPR peak. Hy-

droxylated glass coupons without ATPMS were immersed for 24 h in aqueous solutions at

pH’s ranging from 0.1 to 13, rinsed with DIW for 15 s to remove loosely associated ions

from the surface, and coated with copper using the chemical bath. Figure 2(a) shows that

the intensity of the broad SPR peak centered at 585 nm increased as the pH was reduced.
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Figure 1: Nanoparticle characterization: (a) TEM image of Cu NPs drop cast and dried (1
min drying time) onto a 200 mesh copper grid. (b) Histogram showing the distribution of
particle diameters; the red line shows the Gaussian distribution with NP diameters centered
around 3.1±1.6 nm. (c) DLS (open squares) and UV-Vis (filled circles) measurements of
copper nanoparticles dispersed in ethylene glycol. DLS shows peaks at 3.5±2 nm and 15±7
nm. (d) Zeta potential of the Cu NPs as a function of pH (error bars on many points are
smaller than the point symbol). Blue squares denote zeta potentials of the control solution
with no ionic liquid added to the NP reagents. Red circles are the measured zeta potentials
of the solution containing the ionic liquid.
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Figure 2(b) shows that the peak area increased by about a factor of ten from high to low pH

and the FWHM decreased by a factor of two. Since the treatments at low pH should impart

a net positive charge to the surface or at least make it neutral, the higher coverage corrobo-

rates the zeta potential measurements that the net charge on the particles is negative. Glass

samples covered with APTMS were immersed for only 5 min in the solutions at different pHs

and not rinsed to preserve the aminosilane layer before ELD deposition. Figure 2(c) shows a

broad SPR peak centered at 585 nm at all pHs. The peak area increased linearly as the pH

was lowered 2(d), but the magnitude was much smaller than on the bare glass substrates.

The FWHM remained broad and is constant at low pH.

Figure 3 shows pre and post cross-sectional SEM and TEM images of ELD bath coated

films. Figure 3(a) is an SEM image of a Cu NP film before sintering; the film thickness is

35-45 nm. Figure 3(b) is after sintering at 200◦C for 60 min in flowing nitrogen; the film

thickness is 17-22 nm, and the film is smoother. Figure 3(c) shows an HR-TEM image of the

Cu NP layer before sintering. The approximately 8 nm thick layer between the Cu NPs and

the substrate was present on nonsintered and sintered films. About 2 nm of this layer is due

to the chemical oxide and aminosilane layer and the rest may be due to damage/warping

during focused ion beam processing of the TEM sample. Figure 3(d) is an HR-TEM image

after sintering. Some NP oxidation is evident. Figure 3(e) shows the film thickness and

average interparticle distance from the TEM images. Sintering reduced the film thickness by

about half, corroborating the SEM data. Yet the interparticle distance was not statistically

different.

Figure 4(a) shows a cross sectional TEM image of a bath coated film produced without

[bmim][BF4]. Large agglomerates formed containing Cu NPs, grains (dark regions), and

voids (light regions). White areas directly above the copper film are a carbonaceous layer

applied during the imaging process. Figure 4(b) shows a film after coating using NPs made

with [bmim][BF4]. Grains and voids are apparent in the control, and the thickness of the

film varies from 75 nm to 300 nm. The film made with the ionic liquid is thin (20-50 nm)
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Figure 2: (a) Transmission UV-Vis of hydroxylated glass coupons treated with solutions at
the pH values shown prior to chemical bath coating with Cu NPs. (b) Integrated area (AUC,
red) and width (FWHM, blue) of the Cu SPR peaks of hydroxylated glass substrates as a
function of the pH of the surface treatment. (c) Transmission UV-Vis of APTMS-coated
glass coupons treated with solutions at the pH values shown prior to chemical bath coating
with Cu NPs. (d) Corresponding integrated area (AUC, red) and width (FWHM, blue)
of the Cu SPR peaks of the APTMS terminated substrates as a function of the pH of the
surface treatment.
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Figure 3: SEM images of Cu NP Film (a) prior to sintering, (b) after sintering at 200◦C for 60
min in flowing nitrogen. TEM images of a Cu NP film (c) prior to sintering, (d) after sintering
at 200◦C, some NP oxidation and TEM Stage twisting is evident. (e) Graph depicting the
distances between particles (measured using ImageJ’s radius and distance functions) for both
the sintered and not sintered films (blue) and (red) the average film thicknesses.
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and uniform over a micrometer scale without voids.

Figure 4: TEM images of ELD Cu NP films: (a) bath deposited without a charge com-
pensator on APTMS-covered Si (b) bath deposited with a charge compensator on APTMS-
covered Si.

Figure 5(a) shows FTIR spectra of the amine terminated substrate as a function of the

pH of the EG in the cuvette. The peaks at 1510 and 1610 cm−1 are assigned to the symmetric

and asymmetric stretches of the protonated amine group (NH+
3 ).51 The peak at 1585 cm−1

is assigned to the scissors vibration of the nonprotonated primary amine group (NH2).
51

Reducing the pH increases the number of protonated amine groups on the surface. Figure

5(b) shows the ratio and FWHM of the asymmetric stretch of the protonated amine to the

scissor mode the nonprotonated amine.

Figure 5 (c) shows the contact angle increase (presented as the cosine of the contact

angle) at pH around 9.75. The minimum in the contact angle is associated with the point

of zero charge for the surface.52–54 For pHs greater than 9.75 the surface should maintain an

average negative charge and for pHs less than 9.75 a positive charge should be present on

the amine surface. It should be noted that for the contact angle measurement at a pH of 4.3

the drop spread too thin to measure (covering a square centimeter of surface) and thus the

contact angle at this pH was taken as zero.
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Figure 5: Characterization of amine terminated substrate: (a) FTIR spectra of the amine
terminated substrate vs. pH of the surrounding EG. (b) Ratio of the integrated area (AUC)
and peak width (FWHM) of the peaks corresponding to a protonated group at 1610 cm−1

and 1510 cm−1 and a primary amine at 1585 cm−1. (c) Contact angle measurements of
ethylene glycol on an amine terminated surface as a function of pH, sodium hydroxide and
hydrochloric acid were used to alter pH.
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The average electrical conductivities of the bath-deposited Cu NP films made with and

without ionic liquid and sintering as well as reference surfaces are shown in Table 1. The

conductivity for the sintered samples did not change appreciably during measurement (60 s)

indicating that the film morphology was unaffected by the applied bias. The conductivity of

the film made with the ionic liquid increased from 1.4±0.1×104 to 8.0±0.2×106 by sintering—

the latter value is ∼1/10 that of bulk copper. The conductivity of a control sample made by

the ELD process but without the ionic liquid increased from 8.0±1.2×10−2 to 8.2±0.1×103

by sintering.

Table 1: Electrical Conductivity

Surface Conductivity (S/m)
Bulk copper 4.8×107

ELD Cu NP film Post Sinter 8.0±0.2×106

ELD Cu NP film Pre Sinter 1.4±0.1×104

Control Cu NP Film Post Sinter 8.2±0.1×103

Control Cu NP Film Pre Sinter 8.0±1.2×10−2

Chemical Silica55 9.8×10−12

Initial three dimensional ELD coating of a micron scale pore is shown in Figure 6. Figure

6(b) shows the top of the pore and that there is continuous film above the pore. There is

some overgrowth of the ELD film seen as a ring around the pore. Figure6(a) shows that

the ELD film at the top of the pore is composed of Cu NP agglomerates forming plates.

At a depth of about 2 microns into a pore discontinuities form in the film as can be seen

by monodisperse nanoparticles in Figure 6(c). The film in Figure 6(c) is discontinuous in

thickness but does not expose the silica as evidenced by the nanoparticle film within the

void.

Discussion

In order to better understand if resistances to film formation such as solvent adsorption

and NP agglomeration (prior to deposition, and poor NP wetting of the substrate) could
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Figure 6: 3-D ELD Film: (a) High resolution SEM image showing platelets of Cu NPs
comprising the film at the top of the pore and film for a depth of about 2 microns. (b) SEM
image taken of a 5 micron diameter pore that was ELD coated in copper nanoparticles. (c)
High resolution SEM image of a discontinuity in the ELD film at a depth of 2 microns into
the feature. Monodisperse nanoparticles are seen to cover the image.

be altered by the surface charge of the substrate, both glass and APTMS layers were ELD

coated and analyzed for the magnitude of NP SPR. The glass slides were exposed to different

pH solutions and then were rinsed for 15 s with DI water to remove associated ions (i.e. sulfur

containing groups) then ELD coated. As can be seen in Figure 2(a) and (b) the substrates

exposed to acidic pH’s had a greater magnitude of NP SPR response than those exposed to

basic solutions.

The enhanced attraction of NPs to the acidic etched coupons suggests that the a surface

with a dominance of positive charges is able to attract more Cu NPs than a surface with a net

negative charge. This is further corroborated by the the negative sign of the zeta potential

of the NPs in solution. The negative ion clouds associated with the NPs are attracted to

the positive charges localized on the coupons’ surface. This attraction forms a film on the

substrate as the NPs’ ion cloud interacts with the positive surface potential. Island growth

as opposed to blanket film formation was observed; a methodology using an aminosilane

layer was developed to diminish island formation.

Figure 2(c) and (d) demonstrate that the NPs were more attracted to acidic etched

aminosilane layers as opposed to basic etches. A similar trend was observed in that acidic
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etched substrates had a greater response than basic etches, but the trend was much smaller

in magnitude and no island formation was observed. TEM analysis of the films showed that

the aminosilane layer provided for blanket film formation without island formation in the

ionic liquid case (Figure 4).

The thickness difference upon sintering is demonstrated in Figure 3. The SEM images

show that the ELD film reduces from about 40 to 20 nm upon sinitering. This is in con-

trast to the lack of change in the NP inter-particle distance as measured via TEM analysis.

Blanket film formation was demonstrated in both the pre/post sintering cases, and a partial

explanation for the film change could be the removal of discontinuities within the film upon

sintering that do not expose the silica (as seen in Figure 3).

Figure 3 shows that upon sintering small (300-400nm) discontinuities within the film

disappear. The pre sintered image (a) shows that the surface is covered in NPs, but that the

film thickness may not be uniform. The post sintered image (b) shows a smooth image that

has no surface SEM images of discontinuities from the top of the film. This suggests that

the NPs shift slightly during sintering to approach a more even thickness across the entire

blanket film. This is corroborated be the trend in the cross section SEM images showing a

more pronounced Cu NP layer upon sintering, as well as the enhanced conductivity upon

sintering (Figure 1).

Figures 1(a)-(d) show that the particles are a little more than 3 nm across and that the

addition of the IL increases NP suspension stability (via electrostatic interactions). The

resultant films formed with the IL in solution were thinner ans more uniform than those of

the control (No ionic liquid) ELD baths, as seen in Figure 4. The addition of the IL to the

bath increases the outer-electrostatic potential of the NP ion cloud. The increased magnitude

of the zeta potential leads to increased electrostatic repulsion of adjacent NP clouds. The

increased magnitude of the repulsive force delayed agglomeration of the particles until they

had been attached to the substrate. The evidence of particle formation into an blanket-film

can been seen in Figure 4(b). Compared to the control image (where NP density of the
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substrate varies) Figure 4(b) shows a film where there appears to be uniform NP density

and no pin-holes that expose the underlying silica.

Change in the NP density on the substrate (of the control image only) is observed in

the HR-TEM image seen in Figure 4(a). Agglomeration of NPs next to the aminosilane

layer suggests the there is a greater attractive force between the NPs as opposed to the

driving force for film formation. The agglomeration experienced by the NPs leads to island

formation (Figure 4(a)) and not to a smooth even film as seen in Figure 4(b). The presence

of the IL and the aminosilane layer appear to influence the formation of a smooth NP film

that has evenly distributed NP density.

Sintering the films in an inert environment a few degrees above the the solvent boiling

point (193◦C ) is shown to enhance electrical conductivity (Figure 1). The maximum film

conductivity is shown to be of the 20-50 nm NP film that is formed with the IL and sintered.

It is approximately 1/10 that of bulk copper (Table 1).

Figure 5(a) and (b) demonstrate that during the ELD process the amine terminated

coupon develops a positive charge. At a pH of 9.5 the substrate surface has a protonated

amine signature that is in the range of half that of more acidic environments. The negative

charge on the NPs would be attracted to the protonated amine groups leading to electrostatic

film formation.

Figure 5 (c) corroborates the FITR results in Figures 5 (a) and (b) by demonstrating

that the point of zero charge is about pH 9.75±0.2. The terminal pH for the ELD process is

9.4, thus as the end of the Cu reduction via glycol the amine terminated surface would have

a slight positive charge leading to an electrostatic influence on the Cu Film formation.

The surface charge of the amine prior to the ELD process also has an influence as seen

in Figure 2(c) and (d) where the NPs plate across initial acidic and basic surfaces. The

plating process occurs around a pH of 9.5 leading to an electrostatic surface charge, but the

initial surface density of protonated amines influences the amount of NPs suggesting that

the protonation of the amine substrate was not complete. The influence of both the initial
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surface charge and the formation of the positive amine groups during plating would seem to

indicate that the protonation of the amine groups and the ELD process occur at a similar

time. The electroless plating of Cu NPs is at least influenced by the electrostatic charge of

the coupon that develops during the NP formation.

It should be noted that 3 of the 4 conductivity trends in Figure 1 have little to no change

with time. The NP film morphology is not greatly altered by the applied voltage, suggesting

the the NPs adhered to the substrate and to each other. the NP adhesion to the aminosilane

layer allows for the formation of stable conductive pathways. Overall, this one-pot method

created thin Cu NP blanket films that were electrically conductive, conformal, and did not

have pin-holes that expose the silica underneath.

Conclusions

A one-pot method for the formation of pin-hole free electrically conductive Cu NP films is

demonstrated. A blanket film was formed on an aminosilane layer, leading to the possible

ability to ELD coat any surface that may be functionalized with an aminosilane layer. The

film is formed in solution at atmospheric pressures and temperatures approaching 200◦C

leading to low-temperature metalization of nontraditional substrates such as polymers.

Future work entails the exploration of the influence on film thickness and electrical con-

ductivity of the sintering atmospheres/conditions, relative IL concentration, and chemical

composition of the IL. A smooth film that has an electrical conductivity with 1 order of mag-

nitude that of bulk, and precise control over film thickness are current project goals. Further

future work entails the metalization of wide aspect ratio features as well as similar features

on non-traditional flexible substrates. This one-pot method for the deposition of thin layers

of Cu NPs at atmospheric pressure and low temperatures may one day allow for the cheap

metalization of novel substrates for electronics. This ELD process fulfills the research need

for a methodology to metalize insulating materials and form conductive pathways at lower
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temperatures.
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Supplemental Information For Electrostatic

Coating with Charge-Compensated Ligandless

Copper Nanoparticles

Lance Hubbard and Anthony Muscat∗

Department of Chemical & Environmental Engineering

University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

E-mail: lhubbar1@email.arizona.edu

Figure 1 (a) shows the UV-Vis results of Cu NPs initially and after three weeks of exposure

to ambient. Figure 1 (b) shows the light scattering measurement of particle diameters

initially and after three weeks of ambient exposure. The particles shows a partially oxidized

UV-Vis response as the the SPR peak has red shifted. Agglomeration had also happened

over the three week period.

Figure 2 shows a cross sectional image of a Cu NP film that was bath coated on APTMS

silica for 1 hr. At longer deposition times (i.e. greater than 1 min) extraneous NPs begin

to form on the initial NP film, forming an agglomerate film that is composed of 20-200

nm agglomerates comprising a 200-800 nm thick NP film. To minimize agglomerate film

formation, deposition times were restricted to 1 min or under.

In order to determine the NP diameter histogram a sample of NPs were drop cast onto

an amine terminated silica layer a seen in the TEM image Figure 3. The film contained NPs,

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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Figure 1: (a) UV-Vis of a Cu NP solution initially and after 3 weeks of direct exposure to
ambient air. (b) DLS measurements of Cu NP particle sizes initially and after 3 weeks of
direct exposure to ambient air.
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Figure 2: Cross sectional SEM image of a bath coated film that was ELD coated for 1 hr,
the reagent bath included the ionic liquid, and the sample has been annealed at 200◦C in
flowing nitrogen for 1 hr. Large agglomerate films form on top of the initial NP layer.
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agglomerates, and voids. This image and several others were analyzed with ImageJ’s radius

function to create the NP diameter histogram (sample size: 647 particles)

Figure 3: Cu NPs drop cast at 195-197◦C in nitrogen onto amine terminated silica. No sinter
was performed.

SEM imaging was performed to better understand the morphologies of bath coated films

formed on APTMS-coated Si coupons. The coupons were pre-scored on one side of the

substrate to allow for the separation of a section small enough for imaging (1×1 cm). After

bath coating coupons were fractured. One half of the coupon was held at room temperature

in flowing nitrogen, and not sintered as a control. The other half of the coupon was sintered

at 200◦C for 1 hr in flowing nitrogen. In the top down SEM image in Figure 4(a) film

irregularities are apparent that are not present in the sintered film shown in Figure 4(b).

The sintered film is smoother and more regular with some undetermined surface features

toward the bottom right of the image.

Figure 5 shows that the bath coating process coated on acidified silica (pH 3.5) leads to

4
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Figure 4: Top down SEM of Cu NP films (a) Cu NP film not sintered; it was held at 20◦C
for 60 min. (b) Cu NP film sintered at 200◦C in flowing nitrogen for 60 min
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discontinuous film growth. The film is more apt to nucleate and grow leading to vertical

feature formation. The formation of a blanket film was needed and thus the amine termina-

tion was employed to attract copper NPs to the substrate and not to nucleated features of

copper on the substrate surface.

Figure 5: Cu NP film bath coated onto a silica layer without amine termination.

Figure 6 shows the influence of sinter temperature on the FTIR response of both APTMS

and the ionic liquid.1 the ionic liquid’s peaks are relatively constant up to 500◦C where some

slight attenuation is seen. The APTMS response at 1437 and 1610 wavenumbers diminishes

with sinter temperature and is not detectable at 400 and 500◦C. The ionic liquid seems to

remain in a constant state with increasing sinter temperature, but the amine termination

degrades around 400◦C. It should be noted that the film underwent discoloration upon

thermal treatment above 500◦C therefore it was taken to be the upper thermal limit of the

NP film.

The electrical conductivity measurement as a function of time is shown in Figure 7 for

the bath-deposited Cu NP films made with and without ionic liquid and with and without

sintering.
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Figure 6: FTIR spectra taken after sintering from 20 to 500◦C in nitrogen for 1 hr.
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Figure 7: Electrical conductivity measurements of Cu NP ELD coated coupons as a function
of measurement time.
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Copper Nanophase Film: Void and Plasmonic Increase
as Influenced by Surfactant Concentration

Lance Hubbard∗, Anthony Muscat∗

Department of Chemical & Environmental Engineering
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Abstract

Metal-nanoparticle (NP) electroless deposition (ELD) produces low-temperature

conformal coatings. ELD occurs by chemical reduction of metal ions without an

externally applied potential or catalyst layer. A nonaqueous ELD process was

employed to deposit thin metal films. The ELD process uses a charge compen-

sator, but not a ligand or complexing agent to conform the NPs to the substrate.

Both the weak electrostatic attachment of the charge compensator to the ions

and particles in solution and the high pH conditions improve the driving force for

metal deposition. The Cu particle ion shell is attracted to the positively charged

amine groups at high pH depositing a thin metal film. In order to electrostati-

cally bias the substrate, Si(100) native oxide was hydroxylated and terminated

with a self-assembled amine layer (4 mM (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane in

methanol). Metal films were deposited by suspending samples in a bath made

by dissolving Cu(II) chloride in ethylene glycol (reducing agent), and adding

1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate as a charge compensator. An-

nealing the coupons at 200◦C in nitrogen promoted electrically conductive film

formation. Electron microscopy images of the coated substrates showed a 80-

95 nm thick film of 3 nm diameter particles. Four-point probe measurements

of the films yielded electrical conductivities in the range 106-107 S/m (10-80%

of bulk conductivity). The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak of the Cu

∗Corresponding author
Email address: Muscat@erc.arizona.edu (Anthony Muscat)
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nanoparticles (Cu NPs) in the bath and film was at 585-590 nm by Ultra-Violet

Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images

at various angles in relation to the films were taken to examine film morphol-

ogy and thickness. Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) data were modeled with

bulk and nanophase transitions. The SE agreed well with UV-VIS results; with

high optical absorbance, the SE showed disperse energy transitions linked to

the polydisperse NPs.

Keywords: Nanoparticle, Copper, Thin Layer, Electroless Deposition, Ionic

Liquid

1. Introduction

Thin metal films are included in many semiconducting, photovoltaic, elec-

tronic, and optical devices. Applications of the thin films require control over

a film’s porosity, plasmonic absorbance, luminescent intensity, and other film

properties. Metal nanoparticles allow thin film metallization at lower temper-5

atures and atmospheric pressures.[1] In this work we demonstrate a surfactant

(ionic liquid, IL) concentration range over which copper nanoparticle thin films

form continuous sheets to discrete islands.

The transition from film to islands needs to be monitored, a method to inline

detect film quality will allow for a transition to industrial processes. Spectro-10

scopic ellipsometry may allow for in-line industrial process monitoring (mini-

mization of the error measure, χ2) as long as the calibration of the model is

completed. Along with the SE model, as the transition from film to features

occurs we demonstrate increased plasmonic and luminescence activity. Both of

these optical parameters may also allow for inline inspection of film quality.15

Increasing the ionic liquid concentration influences the bath’s ionic strength,

the particle’s charge (zeta potential), and site occupation on the charged amine

substrate.[2] In a multi ion plating bath, the individual contributions of each

influence may be convolved but all play a role in the resultant film morphology.[2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7] All three influences will be treated in individual sections:20

2
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1.1. Zeta Potential

Nanoparticles may have a charge as they move through a liquid. The charge

on the outer edge of the NPs’ slipping plane (measured as zeta potential) is

influenced by the surfactant concentration in the suspension.[4]. NP Charge is

influenced by uptake of IL to the NPs’ ion shell. Literature suggests that uptake25

of IL to an NP surface appears to scale linearly with IL concentration, until a

saturation point is reached.[4] At the saturation point further increase to IL

concentration does not increase the IL uptake by the NPs.[4] The addition of IL

(prior to saturation) increases the Derby radius (NP radius + average radius of

the ion cloud) of the NPs there by increasing zeta potential.[5] Past the IL satu-30

ration point, the association of ions in adjacent shells leads to a reduction of the

Derby radius and subsequent agglomeration of the NPs.[5] Literature suggests

that an ionic platting bath will have an optimal IL concentration range;[5, 4, 6]

this is the range where NPs are separated in suspension but can be plated into

a film. Further increase to the IL concentration will thin the ion shell lead-35

ing to increased particle agglomeration both in suspension and on the plating

surface.[6]

1.2. Surface Site Occupation

Ionic liquids have been shown to occupy surface sites (the stern layer, pri-

mary ion layer) of charged substrates.[7, 3] Negatively charged ions can impede40

deposition of likewise charged NPs by occupation of the surface sites. Occu-

pation of surface sites and the formation an electric doubling layer occurs at

a surface charge of 1 µC/cm2; the surface charge can be screened out by ions

in the bath.[2] At a surface charge of greater than 20 µC/cm2 ion occupation

cannot screen the entire surface charge in the stern and the doubling layers and45

is termed: lattice saturation.[2] As the NPs are electrostatically attracted to the

surface ion occupation of the surface sites inhibits film growth and is expected

to increase with increasing ionic strength of the bath (greater IL concentration)

until a saturation point is reached.

3
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1.3. Charge Screening50

If a surface has a charge greater than 20 µC/cm2, alternating ion charge

layers form along the surface (doubling layers) that can screen charges up to

about 3 nm in many solvents.[7, 5, 3] For distances greater than 3 nm, a reduced

surface field is present.[7, 3] Due to the presence of the reduced surface field,

NPs may still be attracted to the surface.[7] Charge screening by increasing the55

ionic strength of the bath does increase with increasing IL concentration, but

it there is a limit to the amount of charge that can be dissipated by the ionic

strength of the plating bath.[3]

In this study, we show that using an IL to synthesize copper NPs yields films

that are cohesive and electrically conductive after annealing to 200◦C. With in-60

creasing IL a threshold concentration is reached where pinholes develop in the

film. Further increasing IL concentration leads to discrete island formation.

Charge screening, NPs’ ion cloud charge (zeta potential), and surface-site occu-

pation by the ionic liquid all play a role in reducing the cohesive morphology of

the deposited films. In this work, the film thickness measured by ellipsometry65

is validated by thickness and morphology SEM images.

1.4. Objective

The copper nanoparticle (Cu NP) films liquid deposited with increasing ionic

liquid concentration (past 0.5 mM) tend toward more void filled films.

1.5. Hypothesis70

Specifically we hypothesize that:

1. Increasing IL conc. beyond 1.0 mM increases voids density in the film.

2. Increasing IL conc. beyond 2.0 mM forms NP islands and not continuous

films

3. That the IL conc. range from 2.1-2.4 mM leads to relative increased optical75

absorbances, luminescence, and electrical conductivity

4
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1.6. Literature Review

The optical properties of copper and copper alloys vacuum deposited on silica

has been studied by SE.[8, 1] In SE modeling, The surface plasmon resonance

(SPR, visible wavelength absorption) of metal-NP films has been modeled by80

Drude[8], Lorentz[9], Drude-Lorentz[10], and Tauc-Lorentz[11] oscillators. One

or more of these oscillators are inserted into the thin layer’s model. The error

measures (Mean square error, χ2) reported in literature range from 1.89-32.9.[8,

1, 11] These error metrics can be employed to determine industrial fitness of a

film.[12] Alloy deposition of thin films has yielded similar film morphologies and85

ellipsometry models.[1, 13, 12] A common approach to modeling Cu NP films is

to break the data in half and model on either side of the SPR. The 2 models are

brought together and both χ2 are compared (and minimized) to fit the data.[8]

The visible properties of Cu thin films can be modeled in SE.

Cu NPs have been modeled with an effective medium approximation (EMA)90

that has been used to determine film properties both in an NP isolated sense[14]and

a packed thin-film.[9, 10, 15, 16] Literature models accounts for both the NPs[9,

15] and the properties of the thin-film[8] by altering the strength, number, and

photon energy of the Cu model’s oscillators.[8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18] Deposi-

tion of isolated metal nanoparticles on the substrate lead to single term optical95

models.[10, 18] An oscillator is placed to model a singular inter band absorbance

(SPR) of the NPs.[10, 18] Agglomerated NPs demonstrate an attenuated SPR

model that is relatively broadened when compared to monodisperse particles.[10]

For Cu NP thin films, four interband transitions have been demonstrated.[16]

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements can glean valuable film properties100

from nanophase oscillators of NP thin films. Reported depolarization of re-

flected light by NP thin films range from 10-40%.[11] Depolarization has been

shown to relate to NP interparticle interations.[11] Thin films of NPs will have

greater interparticle interactions relative to a film with more discrete particles.

Depolarization can be taken as a measure of NP interparticle interactions and105

film continuity can be implied for thin NP films.[11]

Light absorption by NP films can be looked at as a change in the plasmons of
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the metal.[16] In the case of metals, overlapping energy states allows plasmons

to flow from atom to atom. Transfer of plasmons leads to light absorption

across a broad spectrum.[11] For bulk metals the broad spectrum (ultra violet110

to infrared) light absorption leads opaque films. As a nanophase film has fewer

grain (i.e. NP) interactions than a bulk film. The more uniform the oscillations,

the more descritized the light absorption, ultimately leading to a single photon

energy absorption, in the theoretical sense.[19] The modeling of light absorption

by oscillators’ strength and width allows for an accounting of descritization of115

surface plasmon’s intensity and interparticle transfer, respectively.[20] The light

absorption model can be linked to bulk like behavior from a NP thin film.

Tauc-Lorentz (TL) oscillators have been employed to describe quantized en-

ergy transitions.[20, 21] The SPR of the Cu NPs occurs at a wavelength of

585-595 nm (2.12-2.08 eV).[8] Application of a Tauc-Lorentz energy transition120

(commonly denoted the band gap energy) can describe a quantum size effect

such as a SPR. The oscillator is set in the imaginary portion of the model and

Kramers-Kronig integration is used to produce the real portion of the model.[11]

increased broadening coefficients of the TL oscillation can account for a broad-

ening of the quantum size effect due to polydispersivity of NPs in an amorphous125

pack.[11, 20, 21, 22, 19]

1.7. Closing

Vacuum deposition of Cu NPs has been studied with SE.[8, 1] Compared

to vacuum depostion techniques, liquid deposition of Cu NPs has received less

research by SE methods. Vacuum deposited NPs tend to lack an ionic cloud,[10]130

and form NPs based on relatively low wettability of the metal to the substrate.

NPs that are formed in liquid contain an ion shell that has the potential to

influence inter band transitions. Our current work seeks to broaden the SE field

on liquid deposited metals.
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2. Experimental Methods135

2.1. Materials

The metal salt, copper (II) chloride powder (99.999%), Semi-grade ethylene

glycol (EG) (99.8%), anhydrous sodium hydroxide (99.8%), (3-aminopropyl)-

trimethoxysilane (APTMS)(97%, CAS 13822-56-5), and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate ([bmim][BF 4]) (98.5%, CAS 174501-65-6) were bought from140

Sigma Aldrich and used with no further purification. Honeywell sulfuric acid

(H2SO4, 96%) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) were used for sample prepa-

ration. Samples were sectioned into 1×2.5 cm coupons from 300 ± 10 micron-

thick Si(100) wafers (2-5 Ω-cm, Czochralski).

2.2. Sample Preparation145

Coupons were degreased by sonicatation in acetone, methanol, and deionized

water (DIW) for 15 min each; then they were immersed in 1:3 solution (by

volume) of H 2SO 4 and H 2O 2 to hydroxylate the surface. Samples were

rinsed thoroughly in methanol. A sample was then immersed for 15 min in 5

mM APTMS methanol solution, and rinsed with methanol for 30 s. Copper150

deposition followed immediately.

2.3. Copper Nanoparticle Deposition

In a small 30 ml Pyrex beaker, 2 ml of 38 mM copper (II) chloride in EG

was added to 18 ml of 62.8 mM sodium hydroxide in EG. The PTFE-coated stir

bar was set to high (∼1200 RPM), and ionic liquid [bmim][BF4] was added to155

produce the desired concentration. A coupon was introduced into the deposition

bath held by stainless steel tweezers and placed about 1 cm above the stir bar.

The bath was heated at a linear rate of 30◦C/min on a hot plate preheated

to 200◦C. A vapor evolved from the bath starting at about 80◦C. The color of

the bath changed from blue to a translucent grey at 188-189◦C when copper160

ions were reduced by EG. The substrate color became a bright red at 190-

191◦C, indicating that nanoparticles had formed based on the copper plasmon
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resonance peak in the UV-Vis spectrum. The coupon was removed from the

bath after 60 s with a bright red film covering the surface. Films were sintered

at 200◦C in flowing nitrogen for 60 min, cooled back to room temperature in165

a flowing nitrogen ambient, and analyzed within minutes of removal from the

annealing furnace.

2.4. Characterization

The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of the Cu NP layers and dispersions

was measured with a JASCO V-670 ultra violet-visible (UV-Vis) spectropho-170

tometer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired with a

Hitachi S-4800 (Type II, 1-5 kV, working distance of 2-2.5 mm). Slides were

mounted on stubs using carbon tape. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

images were acquired with a Hitachi H-8100 microscope. All electron beam im-

ages were analyzed with the distance and radius functions of ImageJ to obtain175

NP diameters, distances, and film thicknesses. pH measurements were made

with a calibrated meter (Hanna Instruments, HI 8014). Electrical measure-

ments were performed with Keithley 2400 and 2700 multimeters and a Lucas

Labs SP4 four point probe on a 300 class probe stand.

Film thickness measurements were made using a J.A. Woollam Co. M2000180

spectroscopic ellipsometer. The average thickness of the hydroxylated silicon

dioxide was 16.8±0.7 Å. The APTMS layer deposited on the silica was modeled

as a Cauchy layer (with equation constants A: 1.45, B: 0.01, C: 0, k: 0, exponen-

tial: 1.5, band edge: 400 nm). The APTMS layer was 7.6±0.4 Å thick. The Cu

NP layer was modeled from the Cupalikg layer in the WVASETM database. The185

oscillator’s intensity and width were altered to model the nanophase aspects of

the film. Pole 1 was left at 11 eV, pole 2 was left at 0.2263 eV , e1 offset was left

to 2.8323 eV. The total film bandgap was 0. Pole 1’s magnitude was 0 and pole

2’s was 70.911. The cu NP layer was part of a Bruggeman effective medium ap-

proximation (EMA) layer with the ’void’ material from WVASETM’s database.190

Lastly the EMA of Cu NPs and void layer was given a film thickness with an

intermix layer of ambient to represent the measurement conditions. The layer
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stack can be seen in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Screen shot of the layer stack used to model the Cu NP response.

The Cu NP layer was modeled with four oscillators similar to published

literature.[20, 21] The first was set to a center wavelength range of 730 ± 40 nm195

and was modeled as a Lorentzian oscillator. The second was centered at 582

± 5 nm and was modeled as a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator. The third was centered

at 355 ± 5 nm and was modeled as a Gaussian oscillator. Lastly, the fourth

was centered at 447 ± 68 nm and was modeled as a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator.

Oscillator type was determined experimentally by minimization of MSE.200

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were made of the Cu NP dispersions

with a Horiba NanoLogr spectrofluorometer and a Horiba FL-1073 thermoelec-

trically cooled photo multiplier with 1200×500 dual gratings for the monochro-

maters. Data collection and analysis were done with the Fluoressence platform

built on Originr 7.5.205

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the UV-Vis absorbance of the Cu NPs in EG. Figure 2A shows

UV-Vis spectra of the Cu NPs vs. ionic liquid concentration. Figure 2B shows

the integrated area (red squares) and the peak width (blue circles) of the surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) peak absorbance vs. ionic liquid concentration. In-210

creased SPR intensity is observed in the middle ionic liquid concentration range
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of 2-2.5 mM.

In Figure 2 and all other figures the lines are to guide the eye and do not

represent a statistically significant trend. In the Figures, the lower limit of the

IL concentration range for this study was limited to 0.5 mM and not 0 mM as at215

the control concentration the ELD film does not form a NP film but a collection

of grains, voids, and NPs. For a cross section TEM image comparison of the

control and 1 mM case please see Figure 1 in the supplemental information.

Figure 2: A) UV-Vis spectra of Cu NPs in EG. B) UV-Vis absorbance of the surface plasmon

resonance at 585 nm, integrated area (red squares) and peak width (blue circles) are plotted

vs. ionic liquid concentration. Lines are guide for eye only

Figure 3 shows the PL of the Cu NPs vs. ionic liquid concentration. The

copper nanoparticles luminescence is centered at 450 ± 3 nm with an excitation220
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wavelength of 365 nm. Photoluminescence spectra are shown in Figure 2A,

showing the general increase of PL intensity vs. IL concentration, but also that

concentration of IL in the 2.0-2.2 mM range are nearly on par in intensity with

the 3.7-4.0 mM range. The peaks areas and widths are described in Figure 3B.

Figure 3: A) Photoluminescence spectra of Cu NPs in EG. B) Photoluminescence spectra of

other ions in NP suspension. C) Graph of integrated PL area (red squares) and peak width

(blue circles) vs. ionic liquid concentration. Lines are guide for eye only

Figure 4 shows the electrical conductivies of the ELD coated films. From an225
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ionic liquid concentration range of 0.5-2.5 mM the conductivities are within an

order of magnitude that of the bulk value (4.99×107 S/m). Electrical conductiv-

ity at 0.5 mM is 2.1×107 S/m and decreases 16% of bulk In the IL concentration

range of 2.0-2.5 conductivity increases to 50% of bulk. Further increase to the

IL bath concentration reduces the film conductivity to 6% that of bulk at 4.3230

mM IL concentration.

Figure 4: Measured conductivity of ELD Cu NPs vs. ionic liquid concentration. Lines are

guide for eye only

Figure 5 shows a TEM image of a Cu NP film with some smaller than 2

nm diameter particles seen on the surface of a grain in the sintered film. The

smaller nanoparticles are evident on the side of a Cu NP agglomerate. The

grains is composed of sintered NPs:235
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Figure 5: Cross sectional TEM image of a Cu NP ELD Film showing some Cu NPs are

smaller than 2 nm in diameter. The Cu NPs in the film were crystallized with an ionic liquid

concentration of 2.1 mM.

Figure 6 shows the cross sectional SEM images of the Cu NP ELD films vs.

ionic liquid concentration. Figures 6A and 6B show continuous films of tightly

packed particles. From an IL concentration of 1.6 mM a discontinuous film

evolves (Figures 6C-F). From 2.7 mM of ionic liquid concentration the films

appear to be separated islands as only a few particles are in focus with the240

majority of features appearing out of focus behind the front particles (Figures

6G-J). Figure 6J shows the ELD film with an IL concentration of 4.3 mM, it

shows large features in the far background of the image, these are islands which

indicate a tendency for vertical feature growth as the agglomerates are at least

as tall as they are wide.245

SEM images in Figures 6A-D show continuous films (a portion of each film is

in focus across the entire screen). This corresponds to IL concentrations of 0.5-

1.9 mM. From 1.9-4.3 mM (Figures 6D-J concentrations there are noticeable

portions of the films without a focused section indicating pinhole voids have

formed.250
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Figure 6: Cross sectional SEM images of the Cu NPS ELD coated onto an amine terminated

surface. A) SEM cross section of a Cu NP ELD film with 0.5 mM of ionic liquid added to the

bath, B) 1.1 mM, C) 1.6 mM, D) 1.9 mM, E) 2.1 mM, F) 2.4 mM, G) 2.7 mM, H) 3.2 mM,

I) 3.8 mM, J) and 4.3 mM

Figure 7 shows the high angle SEM cross sections of Cu NP ELD films. The

angle of incidence was taken to be 5o off of top down to allow for a depth of

field SEM view of about 1 micron along the top of the Cu NP film. Figure

7A shows the SEM image of Cu NP film with 0.5 mM IL concentration in the

reagent bath, there are voids exposing the silica (bright white) and the film255
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conforms to the surface. Figure 7B shows a Cu NP film ELD deposited with

2.1 mM IL concentration. Figure 7C shows the Cu NP film made with 4.3 mM

IL concentration in the reagent bath. As can be seen in Figure 7B, there are

several white spaces which are about 200 nm wide of exposed substrate, voids are

not seen in Figure 7A where the NPs cover the entire surface. Void formation260

continues to increase with increasing IL concentration until 4.3 mM seen in

Figure 7C where there are large (5̃00 nm) wide areas of exposed silica. Also seen

in Figure 7 C is the change in film morphology from the 90 nm thick continuous

films in Figure 7A to 600 nm high pyramids of Cu NPs spread out on the

substrate’s surface. This trend is further validated by the conductivities seen in265

Figure 7 where the more continuous films (Figure 7A) have higher conductivities

than the more discontinuous films (Figure 7C).
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Figure 7: High angle cross sectional SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated on an amine termi-

nated surface. A) SEM image of a Cu NP ELD film with 0.5 mM IL concentration. B) SEM

image of a Cu NP ELD film with 2.1 mM IL concentration. C) SEM image of a Cu NP ELD

film with 4.3 mM IL concentration.

Figure 8 and Table 1 in the supplemental information show the ellipsometry

model’s parameters vs. ionic liquid concentration. There is good agreement

between the film thicknesses determined by cross section SEM analysis and the270

model (Figure8A). The χ2 error measurements shown as blue circles(Figure8A)
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have values for the model run from 1.1 to 3.8 (with a perfect fit being defined as

1 in the WVASE software)[20]. In Figure 8B the visible spectrum osscilator of

the Cu NPs is modeled vs. ionic liquid concentration. The visible light oscillator

in Figure8B has a maximum width at 2.1 mM IL concentration and maximum275

intensity at 2.5 mM IL concentration. In Figure 8C the D-band absorbance of

UV light is maximized at 2.1 mM IL concentration.
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Figure 8: A) Ellipsometry model of the visible spectrum absorbance both amplitude (red

squares) and width factors (blue circles) vs. ionic liquid concentration. B) Ellipsometry

model of the UV spectrum absorbance both amplitude (red squares) and width factors (blue

circles) vs. ionic liquid concentration. C) Mean square error and film thickness of the model

fits vs. ionic liquid concentration. Lines are guide for eye only

Figure 9 shows the other factors of the model vs. IL concentration. Fig-

ure 9A shows the Cu NP and void/surface roughness fractions of the effective
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medium approximation. Figure 9B shows the depolarization factor of the re-280

flected light. It can be seen in Figure 9A, that there is good agreement between

the Cu NP fraction from SEM imaging and ellipsometry modeling.

Figure 9: A) EMA fraction for both constituents vs. IL concentration. B) Depolarization

factor vs. IL concentration. Lines are guide for eye only

4. Discussion

4.1. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry Model

In terms of void fraction and film thickness (Figures 8 and 9), The SE model285

showed good agreement with SEM imaging. First, in Figure 9A the percent of

copper in the thin film tracks well (error bars cross in all but 1 instance) with

the fraction calculated from SEM imaging. Second, film thickness from SEM

and SE agree well from IL concentrations 0.5-3.8 mM as seen in Figure 8A.
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Increasing the surfactant concentration past 3.8 mM, the film for IL con-290

centration 4.3 seen in Figure 7C shows a film that is more vertical than planar.

The disperse agglomerates of NPs produce large scattering and are not suitable

for SE[20], for this reason there is a factor of 2 divergence between the SEM and

SE model film thicknesses at 4.3 mM IL concentration (Figure8A). The exper-

imental IL concentration range was stopped at 4.3 mM as thin film deposition295

is inhibited.

4.2. Hypothesis 1: Increasing IL conc. beyond 1.0 mM increases voids density

in the film

The first hypothesis stated in the introduction was that IL concentrations

beyond 1 mM IL concentration increase voids density in the film. In Figures300

6C and D at 1.6 and 1.9 mM IL concentrations pinholes and voids are present

in the film which do not pierce the film. At IL concentrations 0.5 and 1.1 mM

in Figures 6 A and B Copper agglomerates are in focus across the entire SEM

cross section with no void or pinhole evident in the film. Further collaboration

that increasing the IL concentration beyond 1 mM increases void density can305

be seen in the SE model and high angle SEM (Figures 8 and 7, respectively ).

4.3. Hypothesis 2: Increasing IL conc. beyond 2.0 mM forms NP islands and

not continuous films

The second hypothesis stated that, increasing IL concentration beyond 2.0

mM forms islands and not continuous films. The SEM in Figure 6E at 2.1 mM310

IL concentration is the first figure where a line of Cu agglomerates does not stay

in focus across the entire image. Compare Figure 6E to Figures 6C and D where

voids and small pinholes are evident but a agglomerates are in focus across the

entire images. The out of focus sections are indicative of holes piercing the film.

Collaborating the SEM images, in Figure 8A at 2.1 mM the Cu NP fraction falls315

below 50% indicating that voids are more present the NPs in the film. Taking

the holes evident in Figure 6D and the less than 50% copper content of the film

(Figure 8A) it can be said that the film is a section of interconnected islands
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that still allow for current to pass (Figure 4) but that are no longer continuous

along the surface at a 2.1 mM IL concentration. Between 1.9 and 2.1 mM IL320

concentration the ELD films form interconnected islands with voids piercing the

film (Figure 7B, white holes) as seen in SEM imaging and the SE model; the

evidence supports that hypothesis two is correct that islands form at ¿2 mM IL

concentrations.

4.4. Hypothesis 3: That the IL conc. range from 2.1-2.4 mM leads to increased325

optical absorbances, luminescence, and electrical conductivity

The third hypothesis states that ELD films with bath IL concentration

ranges from 2.1 to 2.4 mM have relative increased optical absorbance, lumi-

nescence, and conductivity when compared to greater or lesser concentration

ranges. The first section of hypothesis three is that from 2.1-2.4 mM there is330

increased optical absorbance exhibited by by the ELD films. Figure 2B shows

a maximized SPR (an optical absorbance) for the thin film at an IL concentra-

tions of 2.1-2.4 mM. Figure 2 demonstrates that an increased optical absorbance

occurs between 2.1-2.4 mM relative to greater or lesser IL concentrations sug-

gesting that the first part of hypothesis three is correct.335

The second section of hypothesis three states from 2.1 to 2.4 mM IL concen-

trations have relative increased luminescence. Figure 3C shows that there is a

relative increase in PL intensity at 1.5-2.4 mM IL concentration when compared

to all other IL concentrations but 4.3 mM. At 4.3 mM there is a good deal of

IL contribution as well as NP contribution which can be seen in Figure 3C. The340

relative increase in PL intensity from 1.6 to 2.4 mM IL concentrations suggests

that the second section of hypothesis 3 is correct.

Lastly, the third section of hypothesis three relates to a relative increase in

electrical conductivity from 2.1 to 2.4 mM IL concentrations. Figure 4 shows

that at 2.4 mM IL concentration the conductivity rises to be 50% that of bulk345

copper (2.5×107 S/m). The conductivity at 2.4 mM is a factor of 2.7 increase

over the 1.9 mM IL concentration’s conductivity and a factor of 8.3 increase
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over the 2.7 mM IL concentration case. The relative increase in electrical con-

ductivity at 2.4 mM suggests the final section of hypothesis 3 is correct.

4.4.1. Materials correlation of hypothesis three350

The relative increases in optical and electrical properties in hypothesis three

is elaborated by the SE model. The relative increases in optical and electrical

properties in hypothesis three is elaborated by the SE model. Figure 9B shows

the average spectrum depolarization of the Cu NP film to maximize at an IL

concentration of 2.1 mM. Depolarization of thin metal NP films has been cited355

to trend with interparticle interactions.[11] The SPR of the thin NP film occurs

in the same IL concentration range as the maximum predicted interparticle

interactions. The visible spectrum oscillator has a maximum dispersion at 2.1

mM as seen in Figure 8A. The maximum dispersion of the visible spectrum

oscillator can be compared with the maximum SPR and depolarization at 2.1360

mM as seen in Figures 2B and 9B respectively.

At 2.1 mM the presence of smaller than 2 nm dia. NPs (Figure 5) influences

the increased interparticle interactions leading to a maximized SPR, depolariza-

tion, and increased PL. The NPs are more polydisperse, existing in more states,

leading to increased optical properties such as luminescence and SPR. The PL365

in Figure 3 shows that at 2.1 mM IL concentration the 2nd highest intensity in

achieved with the exception of 4.3 mM IL concentration.

The increased light absorbance seen in Figure 2 coupled with the increased

luminescence (Figure 3 and maximum deploarization (Figure 9B) suggest that

the increased interparticle interaction leads to increased optical properties in the370

IL concentration rage of 2.1-2.4 mM. The higher PL intensity when viewed with

the TEM in Figure 5, polydisperse SE model in Figure 8A, and literature[10, 23]

suggest that the increased interparticle interactions may be due to the presence

of smaller NPs (average size = 3.1 nm diameter)fitting in between larger parti-

cles.375

Further increasing the IL concentration results in an order of magnitude

drop in conductivity (seen in Figure 4), when compared to bulk. The decrease
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in conductivity with IL concentration is attributed to the greater average dis-

tance between ELD coated Cu NPs, increasing void density seen in Figures 7C

and 8A. The SE model has energetically disperse NPs at the 2.1-2.4 mM IL con-380

centrations, Figure 8B & C. The increase in energy states suggests that there

a smaller NPs fitting in between the 3 nm dia NPs. this is collaberated by a

cross section TEM image (Figure 5) at 2.1 mM showing small NPs merging into

a copper grain in a sintered film. The relative increase in optical and electric

properties at IL concentration of 2.1 to 2.4 mM may be due to polydisperse385

NPs (Figure 8B) fitting together to mimic bulk conductivity while allowing for

increases nanophase absorbance and luminescence.

5. Conclusions

Ionic liquid concentrations from 0.5 to 1.9 mM produce thin films with

greater than 50% copper NP concentrations. The films are continuous and390

IL concentrations from 2.1-4.3 mM produce pinhole voids piercing the films. IL

concentrations from 2.1-2.4 mM have increased interparticle interactions lead-

ing a relative increase in SPR absorbance, electrical conductivity, luminescence,

and depolarization. Increasing surfactant concentration leads to increased film

voids and allows for tailoring optical absorbance and luminescence of the thin395

metal film. The ability to tailor the optical, electrical, and reflective properties

of a film open wide materials possibilities for photovoltaic and electronic appli-

cations and the low temperature metallization coupled with amine termination

allow open up a great deal of possible substrates to this metallization technol-

ogy. The application of a non destructive evaluation technique (SE) allows for400

possible industrial monitoring of the optical properties of the film in an inline

fashion.
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Film: Void and Plasmonic Increase as Influenced by

Surfactant Concentration

Lance Hubbard∗, Anthony Muscat∗
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1. Supplemental Data

Figure 1(a) shows a cross sectional TEM image of a bath coated film pro-

duced without [bmim][BF4]. Large agglomerates formed containing Cu NPs,

grains (dark regions), and voids (light regions). White areas directly above the

copper film are a carbonaceous layer applied during the imaging process. Figure5

1(b) shows a film after coating using NPs made with [bmim][BF4]. Grains and

voids are apparent in the control, and the thickness of the film varies from 75

nm to 300 nm. The film made with the ionic liquid is thin (20-50 nm) and

uniform over a micrometer scale without voids.

Figure 2 is a compilation of screen shots from the WVASETMsoftware show-10

ing example spectra (green dashed lines) and model fits (red solid lines). The

initial models fits are somewhat accurate (Figures 2A-G) with the model de-

parting from the data for higher ionic liquid concentrations (Figures 2H-J). This

may be due to shift in the UV D-band absorbance as particle size is diminished

with increasing IL concentration.15
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Email address: Muscat@erc.arizona.edu (Anthony Muscat)
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Figure 1: TEM images of ELD Cu NP films: (a) bath deposited without a charge compensator

on APTMS-covered Si (b) bath deposited with a charge compensator on APTMS-covered Si.
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Figure 2: A) Ellipsometry model fit for an ionic liquid concentration of 0.5 mM (red solid

line) and experimental spectrum (green dashed line), B) 1.1 mM, C) 1.6 mM, D) 1.9 mM, E)

2.1 mM, F) 2.4 mM, G) 2.7 mM, H) 3.2 mM, I) 3.8 mM, J) and 4.3 mM

Table 1 shows the ellipsometry model’s parameters vs. ionic liquid concen-

tration. error bars are the 95% confidence level The parameters are described

graphically in the main body of the paper.
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Table 1: Spectroscopic Ellipsometry Model Parameters
IL Conc. MSE Film Thickness Cu NP Void Depolarization

(mM) (Å) (%) (%) (0-1)

0.54 1.74±0.27 978.36±38.13 57.26±1.13 42.74±1.13 0.34±0.02

1.07 2.06±0.28 1012.58±95.41 52.36±1.75 47.64±1.75 0.33±0.01

1.61 1.97±0.1 1257.68±119.92 53.19±2.62 46.81±2.62 0.36±0.04

1.87 1.90±0.11 1231.8±56.72 51.14±1.2 48.86±1.20 0.33±0.02

2.14 1.05±0.52 1014.25±356.24 39.19±4.56 60.81±4.56 0.39±0.00

2.41 2.13±0.45 990.38±92.19 32.96±4.31 65.08±2.67 0.17±0.00

2.68 1.36±0.24 1216.68±41.04 24.81±8.08 75.19±8.08 0.07±0.00

3.21 1.39±0.21 1517.63±105.15 36.59±4.85 63.41±4.84 0.27±0.04

3.75 3.50±0.32 1969.23±246.71 10.08±4.18 89.92±4.18 0.31±0.09

4.28 2.36±0.15 2050.45±265.8 6.44±1.47 93.56±1.47 0.18±0.02

IL Conc. Red Spec. Lorentz Green Spec. Tauc-Lorentz

(mM) Amplitude Energy Broadness Amplitude Energy Broadness Transition Energy

(arb. units) (eV) (eV) (arb. units) (eV) (eV) (eV)

0.54 18.47±2.5 1.66±0.06 0.9±0.15 285.69±22.56 2.11±0.00 0.37±0.03 2.09±0.00

1.07 7.61±0.27 1.67±0.03 0.46±0.01 271.71±13.64 2.02±0.04 0.5±0.04 2.09±0.01

1.61 9.95±1.06 2.13±0.12 2.66±0.17 71.33±2.31 2.01±0.00 4.04±0.00 2.05±0.11

1.87 10.26±1.57 2.00±0.08 2.51±0.03 85.81±7.71 2.01±0.00 6.00±0.00 1.91±0.00

2.14 5.41±0.86 1.70±0 4.13±0.12 75.26±1.96 1.98±0.00 8.31±0.00 2.09±0.00

2.41 12.16±1.08 1.81±0 0.72±0.14 306.82±15.5 2.06±0.00 0.57±0.07 2.09±0.00

2.68 17.76±2.43 1.77±0.02 0.89±0.06 385.29±22.23 2.06±0.00 0.54±0.05 2.09±0.00

3.21 4.93±0.28 2.07±0.01 0.53±0.02 216.74±8.52 1.98±0.00 0.97±0.08 2.09±0.00

3.75 8.63±2.88 1.80±0.1 2.87±0.23 178.02±48.38 1.98±0.00 4.26±0.00 2.09±0.00

4.28 9.14±0.95 1.96±0.03 1.39±0.11 219.24±11.36 1.93±0.00 4.26±0.00 2.09±0.00

IL Conc. Violet Spec. Gauss UV Spec. Tauc-Lorentz

(mM) Amplitude Energy Broadness Amplitude Energy Broadness Transition Energy

(arb. units) (eV) (eV) (arb. units) (eV) (eV) (eV)

0.54 0.62±0.05 3.54±0.04 0.31±0.01 198.38±26.91 2.27±0.05 15±0.00 2.2±0.05

1.07 0.24±0.04 3.52±0.03 0.22±0.02 150.39±15.79 2.47±0.09 15±0.00 2.46±0.03

1.61 0.87±0.03 3.5±0.03 0.34±0.04 207.81±8.24 3.53±0.11 15±0.00 3.39±0.00

1.87 0.8±0.01 3.55±0.03 0.34±0.06 246.25±8.62 3.67±0.14 15±0.00 3.75±0.00

2.14 0.85±0.00 3.55±0.00 0.38±0.01 306.49±1.93 3.75±0.00 15±0.00 3.75±0.00

2.41 0.39±0.03 3.55±0.03 0.3±0.05 194.97±8.75 2.51±0.02 15±0.00 3.25±0.00

2.68 0.41±0.02 3.54±0.00 0.34±0.00 205.86±37.05 2.38±0.05 15±0.00 3.25±0.00

3.21 0.78±0.08 3.5±0.00 0.58±0.1 121.3±9.38 3.05±0.00 15±0.00 3.05±0.00

3.75 0.35±0.10 3.56±0.00 0.24±0.03 199.63±38.94 3.44±0.4 15±0.00 3.77±0.00

4.28 1.04±0.18 3.53±0.03 0.26±0.04 175.77±5.66 3.18±0.16 15±0.00 3.77±0.00

Figure 3 shows other factors of the model vs. IL concentration. Figures 3A

shows the model parameters for the Near-UV oscillator. Figure 3B shows the20

IR oscillator’s model parameters.
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Figure 3: A) Near UV oscillator amplitude (red squares) and dispersion factor (blue cirlces)

vs. IL concentration. B) IR oscillator amplitude (red squares) and dispersion factor (blue

cirlces) vs. IL concentration.
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Abstract

Electroless deposition (ELD) produces conformal coatings at low temperatures on

three dimensional (3D) features. ELD occurs by the deposition of nanophase metals

without an externally applied electric potential. Previous work using aqueous solutions

demonstrated low sheet resistance and good film continuity, but used a complexing

agent or polymer to protect the particles from oxidation. In this paper, we report on a

nonaqueous ELD process that uses a charge compensator, not a ligand or complexing

agent. The relatively weak electrostatic attachment of the charge compensator to

the particles in the Helmholtz layer and the high pH conditions improve the driving

force for metal deposition. Si(100) native oxide was hydroxylated and terminated with

a self-assembled amine layer (4 mM (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane in methanol).

Metal films were deposited by suspending samples in a bath made by dissolving Cu(II)

chloride in ethylene glycol (reducing agent), and adding 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate as a charge compensator. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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peak of the Cu nanoparticles in the bath and film was at 585 nm. The Cu particle

core-ion shell complex is attracted to the positively charged amine groups at high pH

depositing a thin metal film that is both continuous and cohesive to the walls and floor

of 5-10X aspect ratio trenches and vias. Annealing the coupons at 200◦C in nitrogen

promoted electrically conductive film formation. Electron microscopy images of the

coated substrates showed a 20-50 nm thick film of 3 nm dia. particles. Four-point

probe measurements of the films yielded electrical conductivities in the range 106-107

S/m.

Introduction

The formation of metal seed layers on three dimensional (3D) features is an important step

of the electroplating process. Vapor deposition methods are the current industry standard

for seed layer formation.1–6 Vapor deposition in series with electroplating leads to multiple

environment changes increasing cost and production time.1–6 Our work seeks to eliminate

the vapor phase seed layer from an electroplating process and replace it with a liquid phase

electroless metal deposition. Our work is a move towards removal of vapor phase seed layers

from back end metal deposition in the semiconductor industry.

The electroless deposition of Cu NPs on patterned silica forms at least a monolayer of

Cu NPs in the case of 10:1 pores and forms a continuous layer on the walls and floor of the

10:1 trenches. Specifically we hypothesize that:

• The ELD process at 1mM CuCl2 and ionic liquid concentrations under basic conditions

will deposit at least a monolayer of Cu NPs into the walls of 5-10X aspect ratio via

(pore) in 2 min time.

Copper nanoparticle seed layers are industrially deposited by vapor methods.1–6Metal

seed layers are used as a promoting layer for filling in 3D features with metal.1–6 Small

molecules are added to aid nucleation/adhesion of the NPs on barrier materials.1,4,6 Vapor
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deposition of seed layers is expensive for the semiconductor industry.4,7 Current research in

3D ELD of metals involves filling 5X aspect ratio vias vapor coated in ruthenium and/or

boride materials with Cu NP seed layers and then electroplating Cu on top.3,6,8,9 Nobel

metal deposition prior to Cu is a common surface modification to adhere the Cu to barrier

material.8,10 Small molecules1 and polymer11 stabilizers are added to the aqueous solutions

to prevent Cu NP oxidation.8,12 Disadvantages of published literature include the need for

polymers and to stabilize the NPs from water based corrosion. In this study the plating

process does not require noble metal deposition as an adhesion layer. Current literature

has achieved similar results to this study while plating on a metal (Ruthenium) and not

APTMS.8

The current study is allows for electroplating seed layer formation on non-Cu amenable

surfaces. Primary amine functionalization of many surfaces is possible and has been studied;

supposedly our method to ELD Cu NPs would hen also be applicable to many such surfaces.

The combination of a SAM and reduction in EG allows for seed layer formation without

noble metals, current literature usually aqueous solution with a noble metal catalyst.12

There are several other electroless deposition papers which mostly involve aqueous metal

salt solutions reduced and deposited by other chemical reduction methods13 Rochelle salts,14

amine based polymers,13 and photoactivated small molecules15,16 can achieve metal deposi-

tion. Thin films are formed, but tend to have many voids.6 Many current deposition methods

are reported as 2.5 D due to plating patterned mostly-flat features.6 These deposition meth-

ods contain many voids in thin film configurations where reagent diffusion is not a limiting

factor. A constricted pore or other feature will most likely increase the void fraction leading

to a lack of applicability with 3D processing.

A high over-voltage electrodepositon known as miscrostrike is a competing technology

with ELD seed layers.6 Optimization and control of bath conditions, small molecules, and

polymers is needed to make pinhole-less film6 Current microstrike thin films are similar to

our 2 min depositions in film continuity.6
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Nickel boride materials are a barrier materials that can be 3D ELD plated.17 The ma-

terials has been shown to be a reliable barrier to Cu diffusion.17 Electroplating Cu onto a

NiB barrier is possible but requires industry proprietary chemistries.17 The amine function-

alization of the substrate in our work allows for a generalized approach to Cu seed layer

formation on many materials;18 possibly opening up another avenue to plating on boride

barrier (ELD or otherwise) materials.7

Control of bath conditions and stabilization molecules/polymers is not as critical in our

work when compared to aqueous ELD as EG reduction of metal salts occurs only at the upper

temperature boundary of atmospheric liquid8,9,12 The small thermal window for reduction in

our work leads to a self-controlling process. Many other deposition schemes for thin metal

layers include voids and incomplete layers in 2.5 D depositions, this is contrasted with our

current work which can form cu thin films on 3D features.6,13–16 Miscrostrike is a competing

seed layer electroplating process that requires control of bath conditions and composition

during the seed layer plating to achieve similar results to our current work. The application

of EG reduction in the presence of an amine SAM is an advantage over similar aqueous

schemes in that we can remove the noble metal catalyst.12 The combination of forming a

plating SAM on a number of materials with a ELD process that coats to the SAM adds a

generalizing factor to our process that allows for Cu NP deposition to possibly be uniform

on a number of barrier materials.7,17,18

Experimental Methods

Materials

The salt copper (II) chloride (99.999%), ethylene glycol (EG) (99.8%), sodium hydroxide

(anhydrous, 99.8%), (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane (APTMS)(97%, CAS 13822-56-5),

and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([bmim][BF4]) (98.5%, CAS 17450 -65-

6) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. Sulfuric acid
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(H2SO4, 96%) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) were purchased from Honeywell. Sam-

ples were scribed into 1 cm2 coupons from both 0.5 mm-thick patterned Si. The pattern

consisted of alternating pores and trenched 3 mm long trenches and pore fields of depths

ranging from 40 to 50 µm; all features were spaced the same width as their opening. Features

are one third 50 µm, 20 µm, 5 µm wide trenches in even distributions with two thirds via

fields with 20 µm wide pores, 5 µm wide pores, and 5 µm wide pores. All pores are 25 µm

deep. The pattern Si was a gift from LAM industries and the reactive ion etching used to

pattern the Si was done at Noel Industries and required the use of a fluoropolymer mask.

Sample Preparation

Coupons were cleaned with 20kHz sonication in acetone, methanol, and deionized water

(DIW) for 15 min each, and immersed for 180 min in a 1:3 mixture by volume) of HNO3

and HCl (aqua regia) under sonication to erode the fluoropolymer left on the surface of the

features. The samples were then removed from sonication and immersed in fresh aqua regia

for 1 week to allow for out gassing of the etch byproducts. Samples were then immersed in

fresh aqua regia and sonicated for 180 min. Samples were rinsed and sonicated for 10 min

in DIW. Samples were immersed for 180 min in a 1:3 mixture (by volume) of H2SO4 and

H2O2 (piranha) under sonication. Samples were then immersed in fresh piranha and left

for 24 hrs and then immersed and sonicated for 180 min in fresh piranha to hydroxylate the

surface. Samples were then sonicated in methanol (MeOH) for 5 min to remove any piranha

from the features. Samples were then rinsed with MeOH and immersed for 15 min in 5 mM

APTMS dissolved in methanol, rinsed with methanol for 30 s copper deposition followed

APTMS deposition immediately and the methanol was not allowed to dry from the samples.

Copper Nanoparticle Deposition

In a small 30 ml Pyrex beaker, 2 ml of 38 mM copper (II) chloride dissolved in EG was added

to 18 ml of 62.8 mM sodium hydroxide in EG. The stir bar was set to high (1200 RPM),
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and 4 µL of the ionic liquid was added. The royal blue solution was heated in air to 50◦C

for 10 min while stirring at a medium-high rate, similar to the polyol method.10 A coupon

was introduced into the deposition bath held by stainless steel tweezers and placed about

1.5 cm above the stir bar. The bath was heated at a linear rate of 20◦C/min on a hot plate

preheated to 195-200◦C. A vapor evolved from the bath starting at about 80◦C. A type J

thermocouple was immersed in the reaction mixture at about 115◦C. The color of the bath

changed from royal blue to a translucent grey at 188-189◦C when copper ions were reduced

by EG. The coupon was removed from the bath after 60 s or after 120 s depending on the

experiment. Samples were sintered at 200◦C in flowing nitrogen for 1.0 hrs, cooled back to

room temperature in a flowing nitrogen ambient, and analyzed within 5 min of removal from

the annealing furnace.

Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired with a Hitachi S-4800 (Type II,

1-30 kV, working distance of 2-2.5 mm). Slides were mounted on stubs using carbon tape.

All electron beam images were analyzed with ImageJ.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the removal of the silicon fluoropolymer left over from the reactive ion etch

process. In Figure 1A polymer is seen to partially coat the walls of the feature. After the

week long aqua regia process what is left of the fluoropolymer forms rings on the top edge

of the features (seen in Figure 1B).
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Figure 1: SEM images showing the removal of the silicon fluoropolymer. A) Patterned silica
prior to removal of feature coating silicon fluoropolymer. B) Patterned silica after removal
of fluoropolymer.

Figure 2A shows SEM images of metallic ELD for a deposition time of 60s. grey colored

features (dots) are Cu NPs that have ELD plated to the amine terminated pore wall. White

features are agglomerates of copper that have also plated onto the walls in Figures 2A-E.

In Figure 2D some agglomerates are seen on the feature walls and with the white line due

to charging on the bottom of the feature. In Figure 2D the anisotropically etched pyramid

evident on the floor of the via is coated is nanoparticles indicating that the floor is also

similarly covered. Copper NPs can be seen to coat the pore from the top (Figure 2B) to the

bottom of the feature (Figure 2E). What appears to be a 2nd layer of Cu NPs appears to be

forming on the initial layer (Figure 2B insert) both filling it in and depositing another layer

while a 2nd layer has yet to form near the feature floor (Figure 2E insert). At the mouth of

the feature (Figure 2A) NP density covers the majority of the image. Cu NP density on the
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walls of the via appear to be similar as seen in Figures 2C, D. The NP film at the top of

the via is multilayer as seen in Figure 2B. After 1 min of deposition time a monolayer has

formed along the entire wall and floor of the feature with multilayer film growth proceeding

from the top down.2A-E

Figure 2: SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated into a 35 micron deep pore that is 5 microns
wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of via. B) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs
ELD coated in mouth of pore with 800k magnification insert showing the Cu NP multilayer
film. C) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore at an approximate
depth of 20 µm into the pore. D) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in
floor and wall of via. E) 800k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated at bottom
of feature showing a grey layer of 2-5 nm diameter NPs forming a near monolayer with a
secondary layer beginning to form (white dots).
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Figure 3A shows the Cu NPs ELD deposited on the features for 120 s. After the initial

film growth diffusion of copper reagent appears to diffuse into the features forming multiple

layers seen in Figures 3A and 3B. Polymerization of the solvent can account for the polymer

found to be covering the Cu NPs in Figures 3C, and 3D. The polymer can be burned off in

the SEM and Cu NP film formation is seen in the inset of Figure 3E. Cu NPs form what

appears to be a multilayer film (grey areas of the insets) with top level nucleation points

appearing in white in the insets of Figures 3B and 3E. Film formation covers the walls and

bottom of the pore.
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Figure 3: SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated into a 35 micron deep pore that is 5 microns
wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of pore. B) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu
NPs ELD coated in mouth of pore with 800k magnification insert showing the Cu NP film.
C) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore at an approximate depth
of 15 µm into the pore. D) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore
at an approximate depth of 25 µm into the pore. E) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu
NPs ELD coated at bottom of feature with 800k magnification insert of Cu NPs occupying
space on the walls of the feature adjacent to the feature floor.

Figure 4A shows the 60 s film deposition of Cu NPs in a 1 aspect ratio trench. The

small aspect ratio was initially studied in order to negate Cu ion’s transport influence into

feature, something that influences higher aspect features film ELD. Some fluoropolymer is

seen as the dark areas covering the wall and Cu NPs in Figure 4B. As can be seen Cu NPs
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initially form on the top of the waves in the feature’s walls (Figure 4C) and then Cu NP film

formation begins on the underneath of the wall’s wave (Figure 4D). Cu NPs cover the floor

of the feature as seen in Figure 4E.

Figure 4: SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated into a 50 micron deep trench that is 50
microns wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of trench. B) 100k magnification SEM image
of top edge of trench. C) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore
at an approximate depth of 20 µm into the trench. D) 100k magnification SEM image of
Cu NPs ELD coated in pore at an approximate depth of 35 µm into the trench. E) 100k
magnification SEM image of Cu NPs on the floor of the trench

Figure 5A shows the deposition of Cu NPs in trench features after 120 s of film deposition.

The film thickness varies from 150-200 nm and covers the walls on top and bottom of the

waves and floor of the trench as seen in Figure 5B-D. Coverage appears to be continuous

over the surface of the trench Figures 5B-E. Some film variation is seen at the mouth of the

trench which may be due to the left over silicon fluoropolymer as seen in Figure 5B. Figure

5F shows the conformity of the Cu NP ELD to the wall’s features. Film overgrowth happens

in the top half of trench and then the Cu NP appears to conform to the trench walls.
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Figure 5: SEM images of Cu NPs ELD plated into a 50 micron deep trench that is 10 microns
wide. A) 1k magnification SEM image of trench. B) 100k magnification SEM image of top
edge of trench. C) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs ELD coated in pore at an
approximate depth of 15 µm into the trench. D) 100k magnification SEM image of Cu NPs
ELD coated in pore at an approximate depth of 30 µm into the trench. E) 100k magnification
SEM image of Cu NPs on the floor of the trench. F) 10k magnification composite SEM image
of a 120 s Cu NP ELD on the walls of a 10x50 µm trench.
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Seen in Figure 1, the fluoropolymer is removed by aqua regia and piranha etches of

the features. The wall features are exposed to the formation of the amine termination and

subsequent deposition of metal. The majority of the polymer has been removed from the

walls of the feature with some polymer still adhered to the wall of the feature.

After 1 min of deposition time copper nanoparticles decorate the surface of the walls

from the top to the bottom of the via as seen in Figure 2A-E. A monolayer of NPs is seen

to cover the mid-bottom of the via with a multilayer film growing on the top of the feature.

After 1 min of metal deposition a monolayer Cu NPs is plated to the walls of 7X aspect ratio

seen in Figure 2E.

After 2 min of deposition time Cu NPs have formed a multilayer film at the top of the

vias and approximately 2/3 of the way down the feature as seen in Figure 3A-D. In Figure

3E the multilayer film (grey layer) is seen with a new layer nucleating on it (white dots) on

the bottom walls and floor of the vias. At least a monolayer film has formed on the surfaces

of the via after 2 min of deposition time with multilayer films evident on the walls of the

feature.

In trenches after 1 min of deposition time a Cu NP agglomerates cling to the top facing

portions of the feature walls as seen in Figure 4A-D. The floor of the trench is covered Shown

in Figure 4E. After 2 min of deposition time the floor and walls of the trench have a conformal

Cu NP coat seen in Figure5A-E. Seen in Figure 5F the top of the film is multilayer with

a gradual decrease to a conformal ˜100 nm thick film going down the wall of the feature.

The Cu NP deposition after 1 min in trenches is incomplete and multilayer after 2 min

(Figures 4 and 5 respectively) mirroring similar deposition in vias as seen in Figures 2 and

3 respectively.
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Conclusions

A seed layer film has been successfully deposited on 3D features. After 2 min of deposition

time a Cu NP film covers the walls and floors of both trenches and vias with a Cu NP

monolayer forming after 1 min of deposition time. The use of a modified polyol process to

deposit copper nanoparticles from a liquid bath has been demonstrated. A multilayer film

has been deposited on the walls of both trenches and vias avoiding pinholes in the film. The

Cu NP seed layer from a liquid electroless plating bath is a step toward removal of vapor

phase seed layers from semiconductor processing.
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Appendix D

United States Patent US2015/0194242 A1:

Electrostatic Coating with Metallic

Nanoparticles by Intrinsic Particle to Surface

Interaction

Reproduced with permission from The United States Patent and Trademark Office

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s2128.html
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Appendix E

Technical Disclosure UA15-174: Printing of

Metal Wires from a Microreactor Mold

Reproduced with permission from The United States Patent and Trademark Office

and The University of Arizona

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s2128.html
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220 W. Sixth Street, 4th Floor 
P.O. Box 210300 
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Tel: (520) 621-5000 
Fax: (520) 626-4600 
 

DATE: April 6, 2015   
TO: Dr. Anthony Muscat, Ph.D., Department Chair & Professor, 
 Mr. Lance Hubbard, Graduate Assistant 
 Chemical & Environmental Engineering 
FROM: Doug Hockstad, Director, Tech Transfer Arizona 
COPY: Jeffrey Goldberg, Anthony Muscat, Robert Sleeper 
SUBJECT: UA15-174 Printing of Metal Wires from a Microreactor Mold 
 
Thank you for submitting your disclosure entitled “Printing of Metal Wires from a 
Microreactor Mold”.  It has been assigned the identification number UA15-174, which is our 
means of tracking information related to the project and its activities. The licensing manager 
assigned to this case is Robert Sleeper. He can be reached at (520) 626-4604 or at 
RobertS@TLA.arizona.edu. 
 
If you haven’t already met with your licensing manager, a meeting will be set up shortly to 
discuss the potential technical and economic significance of the invention and the 
appropriate strategy for protection and licensing. As the designated lead contact, you will be 
contacted on behalf of all those named on the disclosure regarding any ongoing questions.   
 
If you have any plans to publish (i.e. abstracts, posters, manuscripts) or present this work 
within the next several months, please contact your licensing representative immediately 
because the right to obtain foreign patents is immediately lost by public disclosure of the 
invention. Disclosure of the invention to third parties without a confidentiality agreement may 
also affect patentability. Your licensing manager can arrange for appropriate confidentiality 
agreements.  
 
If a patent application is warranted, your licensing manager will arrange for a patent attorney 
from an outside law firm to work with you in preparing the application(s). This will include a 
review and determination of inventorship by the patent attorney, which is a legal 
determination based on law and the legal scope of patent claims. In addition, the licensing 
manager will work with you to develop an appropriate licensing strategy, which will include 
marketing efforts to identify an established company. In some cases, the technology has the 
potential to be commercialized through the development of a new business or can be 
combined with other technologies into a new business.  Tech Transfer Arizona will work 
closely with you and other resources within Tech Launch Arizona to help facilitate the startup 
process, including market and technology assessment, assistance in obtaining venture 
funding, management recruiting and other business development activities.  
 
Your licensing manager will keep you informed about progress and decisions as they occur. 
Please keep us abreast of your progress with this invention. This team approach provides us 
with the greatest chance of success.  
 
If you have any questions about policies and procedures, the Arizona Board of Regents and 
University of Arizona policies on Intellectual Property can be accessed under the 
“Information & Resources” section on the Tech Transfer website at http://ott.arizona.edu or 
feel free to call me directly at (520) 626-1720 or DouglasH@TLA.arizona.edu. We look 
forward to working with you.  
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This form is used to report an initial discovery or invention made by faculty members, fellows, and staff members 
(including students on appointment as University employees), by anyone using University facilities, or by anyone 
collaborating with any of the above individuals (“Inventors”).  
 
INVENTION 
 

Inventions include new processes, products, apparatus, compositions of matter, living organisms, or improvements to 
existing technology with commercial potential.  This form is designed to help our office begin to understand your 
research, ensure we provide the appropriate resources to help determine if you have an invention.  Our goal within the 
Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) is to support and guide you through the process of disclosing a potential invention. 
 
Most importantly, this is the beginning of a relationship between our staff within Tech Launch AZ (TLA) and you such 
that you are able to maximize the benefits of the services available within TLA.  The more comprehensive the form is 
filled out, the better we will be able to work with you through securing the appropriate protection.  Upon submission of 
the invention disclosure, a licensing specialist who has domain expertise will contact you and arrange a meeting to 
discuss the disclosure process. 
 

 
What goes in to a disclosure: 
 
To best help our office understand the invention, a manuscript or other detailed description of the technology should be 
included to help us fully appreciate your work. Please be aware that if the manuscript has been submitted for 
publication the timing of publication and disclosure may require immediate discussion so that we can determine what 
steps are necessary or available to us in order to properly protect your potential invention. 

 
 

 
Submitting a Disclosure: 
 

Please submit the completed disclosure and supporting material by either mail to: 
 

Office of Technology Transfer 
Tech Launch Arizona 

The University of Arizona 
888 N. Euclid Ave., Rm 204 

Tucson, AZ 85721 
 

Or electronically to: disclosure@ott.arizona.edu
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OTT Use Only   Date Received: ________________                                   INV. DISC. NO.__________ 

   

 

OTT, Tech Launch Arizona 
The University of Arizona 

INVENTION DISCLOSURE FORM 
 

 

 

1.  Title & Summary of Invention   

 Printing of Metal Wires from a Microreactor Mold 

 
       Essence of the Invention:  

 

 Metallic nanoparticles were printed on a surface using a microreactor mold and annealed forming wires and other 
structures. 

 
       Description of the Invention:  

 

 Ligandless metallic nanoparticles were deposited in a pattern on a surface using a microreactor mold. A solution 
containing the nanoparticles is flowed through channels in the mold depositing nanoparticles when heated. 
Removing the mold from the surface and annealing the nanoparticles yields wires in the same pattern as the mold. 
Changing the configuration of the pattern and composition of the surface produces different electronic devices. 
Substrates could include other metals, semiconductors, polymers, paper, and ceramics.  The addition of a polymer 
(conductive or nonconductive) to the nanoparticle film prints a flexible wire. 

 
       Novelty and major advantages: 

 

 Directly print metal lines on a surface from a pattern in a mold. 

 Invention allows for the coating of glass or silica in thin layers of metal with little surface alteration (i.e. monolayers). 

 Invention allows for a patterned seed layer to be printed on a surface for later electroplating of a thicker film. 

 Invention is a one pot method for patterning a surface with a metallic layer. 

 Invention allows for the addition of multiple polymers to the metal film for tailored applications. 
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Microreactor Procedure: 

1) Making the PE Resin Molds 

a. Cut Patterned silicon to desired shape to make a mold 

b. Sonicate for 5 min each in meOH, acetone, and DI water 

c. Sonicate for 1 hr in Piranha at room temp. 

d. Simultaneously take the vial of OTS from the fridge and centrifuge for 20 min at 3500RPM 

e. Drop 100 µL of OTS onto the pattern of each Si Mold 

f. Spread OTS quickly to edges of pattern until it stays there  

g. Wash in toluene and use waste toluene to form OTS release layer for 1 hr under high stir and 

no heat 

h. Rinse mold in toluene bath for 15 s and dry for 30 s with nitrogen gun at 25 psi 

i. Focus on drying the pattern 

i. Store under nitrogen 

2) If needed: make PDMS intermediate mold (do this for the 1mm
2
 larger grid molds not the smaller 

line only ones) 

a. Use this procedure if the Silicon mold is the same (not the inverse) of the desired PE 

microreactor 

b. Mix 2 ml of PDMS rubber with 200 µL of PDMS cure (large and little white jars in fridge) 
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c. Mix in plastic cup with plastic pipette by hand for 1 min 

d. Sonicate at room temperature for 10 min to remove bubble 

e. Place OTS covered mold on a sheet of aluminum foil and form a try around the mold 

f. Drizzle PDMS liquid over mold and use pipette tip to spread it to the edges 

i. If only 1 layer is desired cut a polystyrene backer form a plastic petri dish to the 

mold’s size and drop it onto the liquid PDMS 

ii. Use the PS backer if PDMS is going to be used with PE resin as the PE resin curves 

the PDMS molds  

g. Heat at 150
o
C for 3 min if another layer is desired 

h. Heat at 150
o
C for 15 min to cure entire mold 

i. Put PDMS covered silicon molds into freezer for 15 min 

j. Carefully cut any excess PDMS from the silicon and either bend the PDMS or use a flat thin 

object to remove the silicon mold from the PDMS 

k. Cut adjacent PDMS molds apart 

3) PE Resin Molds 

a. Take a plastic petri dish and cover the insides with Vaseline 

b. Heat the Vaseline covered plastic to 40
o
C to melt Vaseline 

c. Cool the smooth Vaseline release layer to room temp. 

d. Mix 8ml of PE resin with 3 drops of MEKP catalyst (both in fridge) in plastic cup 

e. Mix by hand for 1 min  

f. Leave standing for 10-15 min until desired viscosity is reached 

g. Suck up bubbles with pipette  

h. Pour PE resin into the lid of the Vaseline covered plastic petri dish 

i. Put OTS covered patterned Si or PDMS molds pattern down in the PE 

i. PE should appear to pull away from mold if done right 

j. Put the petri dish on top of the mold so that it applies even pressure to the mold(s) 

k. Stack cross section: 

 
l. Put the PE to photocure by the black light surrounded by aluminum foil 

m. Cure the PE for 2.5 hrs so that the mold has set, but the PE is not yet brittle 

n. Take the PE resin and remove petri dish and OTS-Si PDMS molds (if the previous steps are 

done right this should be easy) 

o. Cut out PE molds with 1/4 “ tin snip cuts (longer cuts shatter PE) 

p. Sinter the PE mold at 200
o
C for 5 min under nitrogen 

Petri Dish 

OTS-Si Mold or PDMS Mold 

Smooth 

Vaseline 6 ml PE Resin 

Lid of Plastic Petri 

Dish 
Pattern Face Down in 

PE 

PS Backer 
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q. Store PE molds under nitrogen in fridge to keep a ductile mold 

4) 2D Patterning with PE microreactor 

a. Preheat steel plate in Furnace at 45% power (~250
o
C) for 30 min prior to use 

i. Hook up a slow N2 gas flow (barely hear hiss from line)  

b. Take a PE reactor and cut a small scoop on the pattern side of the microreactor 

i. Allows for filling of the pattern 

c. Apply to substrate (APTMS or other substrate) 

d. Apply 2 glass backers on both sides  (cut from microscope slides) 

e. Clip with 2 Medium office clips on the top and bottom of stack 

i.  

f. Fill cut out scoop with 50 µL of Cu NP Reg. solution from freezer 

i. About 10 µL should disappear into the pattern 

ii. Stack Diagram: 

 
 

g. Place the stack scoop side up into the furnace on the left side of the furnace touching the wall. 

i. Diagram: 

 
 

Glass 

Support 

Sample Stack 

Glass 

Support 

Al Foil 

Covered 

Steel Plate 

APTMS 

Surface 

Inside of 

Furnace 

PE Microreactor 

Sample Substrate 

Reagent in Mold 

Channels 

Medium Size  

Office Clip 

Glass 

Support 

Glass 

Support 
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h. Heat for 5 min or until no liquid is visible in the scoop 

i. Remove stack with tweezers and chill for 30 s with N2 gun at 25 PSI 

i.  try to put N2 into the pattern 

j. Refill and repeat until 5X has been reached 

k. Remove stack and pattern 

l. Crack sample in half 

m. Sinter both halves at 350
o
C in nitrogen for 1 hr 

n. Cool to room temp. in furnace and store under nitrogen 

o. Keep half in toluene (it should attack the PE and leave the Cu NPs) 

i. Time that a sample needs to be in the toluene needs to be determined 

Put samples in grey box in fridge for SEM analysis  
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2.  Inventors (List those thought to be inventors; see Appendix A to add additional people) 

 

 

3.  Internal Funding  (If none, please state “NONE”) 

Identify the source of the internal (UA)  
funding used to make this invention 

 NONE 

   

4.  List State/Federal Funding Source  
 

Sponsor Name, Grant/Contract Number and (%) 
contribution by Grant to your invention   

NONE  

Sponsor Name, Grant/Contract Number and (%) 
contribution by Grant to your invention  

NONE 

Sponsor Name, Grant/Contract Number and (%) 
contribution by Grant to your invention  

NONE 

   
5.  External Funding   

Industry Sponsor Name, Grant/Contract Number and 
(%) contribution by Grant to your invention  

NONE 

6.  Fellowship money to post-docs     

Identify non-government sponsors  
  

NONE 

 

7.  Materials   

Were any materials (e.g., plasmids or cell lines) used in 
making the invention received from a third party?  

Yes X  No  

If yes, please identify the organization and whether  
there was a material transfer agreement (MTA)  

Patterned silicon used to create microreactors, from LAM 
Research Corporation, MTA is in place 
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 Anthony   Muscat  USA 

 Dept. Head  Chemical/Enviro. Eng.  520-621-6162 

 1133 E James E. Rogers Way Room 108 ,Tucson, AZ 85721  muscat@erc.arizona.edu 

 6420 E Placita Acambay Tucson, AZ 85750-1274 
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 Lance  Hubbard  USA 

  Grad. Researcher  Chemical/Enviro. Eng.  520-912-2338 

 1133 E James E. Rogers Way Room 108 ,Tucson, AZ 85721  Lhubbar1@email.arizona.edu 

 3121 N. Swan Rd. APT255 Tucson, AZ 85712 

8.  Principal Investigator  (Name, Phone Number and e-mail, if different from above) 

Identify the Lead Inventor (the primary contact): 
 

Anthony Muscat 

9.  Events (“Public Disclosure”) 

 
 
  

 
Has a publication (abstract, website, ppt) 
submitted/presented in the past month or  

                   Yes X   No  
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planned within the next month? 

 

10.  Signatures 
 

 
 
 
 

   

Inventor 1 Signature  Printed Name  Date Signed 

 
 
 

 Anthony Muscat    

Inventor 2 Signature  Printed Name  Date Signed 

 
 
 

 Lance Hubbard   

Inventor 3 Signature  Printed Name  Date Signed 
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Please replicate this page to include additional inventors: 
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 Name (First):  Name (Last):  Citizenship: 

 Position:  Department:  Work Phone: 

 Work Address:  Email: 

 Home Address: 

Signature: 
 
 
 
 

   

Inventor 4 Signature  Printed Name  Date Signed 
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 Name (First):  Name (Last):  Citizenship: 

 Position:  Department:  Work Phone: 

 Work Address:  Email: 

 Home Address: 

Signature: 
 
 
 
 

   

Inventor 5 Signature  Printed Name  Date Signed 
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Guidelines for Processing a New Invention Disclosure 

 
 
1.  Overview 

 

 Describe the process of how you arrived at your invention. 

 Describe how the invention resolves the problem(s) 

 List any additional advantages and features of the invention. 

 

2.  Details of the Invention 

 

 Describe the individual components of the invention.  Drawings, flow diagrams, and pseudo-code listings are always 

helpful, so feel free to attach as many as you like.  If you use an unusual term or an ordinary term in an unusual way, 

please define or describe the term. 

 Are any of these component parts new?  If so, which ones? 

 How are the components connected?  How do they make the invention work? 

 Indicate the parts or connections that you believe are ESSENTIAL to the invention – that is, for each part, ask, “If this part 

were left out, or changed, would the remaining device still be my invention?”  Or, “If this part were changed or left out, 

would the invention still work?” 

 Which parts took longest to develop?  Why? 

 Which features of your invention will competitors want to copy? 

 

3.  Alternatives 

 

 Could any parts or processes be omitted changed or substituted with similar parts without changing the overall invention?  

How? 

 Is there a generic description for any of the parts or processes you listed (i.e., “interface” instead of liquid crystal display,” 

or “switch” instead of “triac”)? 

 Could the functions of any of the parts be changed?  How about combined into a single component?  Or eliminated    

altogether? 

 Can your invention be used for anything other than its intended application or environment? 

 

4.  Limitations:  When will the invention not work? 

 

 Are there any critical characteristics or ranges of size, weight, pressure, etc. for any of the parts of your invention? 

 Must some parts be made of particular materials to make the invention work?  Name the materials and why they are 

necessary. 

 What other products or services compete with or work like the invention?    

 What other products or services serve the same purpose? 

 

5.  Invention Process 

 

 When did you first begin to work on the invention?  When did you come up with the idea for the invention? 

 Has the invention been built?  If so, when? 

 Has a description of the invention ever been published, by you or anyone else?  If so, when and where? 

 Has the invention ever been shown or used in public, or presented at a trade show, seminar, or in a technical 

presentation?   

 If so, where and when? 

 Has the invention ever been offered to a possible customer, for sale, testing, or evaluation?  If so where and when? 

 Has the invention ever been used experimentally or evaluated by a third party?  If so, describe when and where? 
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